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•Greeks
•Rape

FIJI chapter may be suspended Former UMai
ne student
sentenced for rape
By Jill Berryman

ed, to be followed by two years'
probation with special conditions.
Those conditions will require
A former University of Maine Brennan
to receive sex abuse counstudent was sentenced Tuesday for selin
g, abstain from use or possesgross sexual assault and assault in sion
of alcohol and avoid contact
Bangor's 3rd District Court.
with the victim.
Troy Brennan, 18,of Waltham,
Defense attorney Christopher
Mass., was tried and found guilty Mann
of Bangor requested a stay
of an acquaintance rape which oc- of
execution of the sentence for 30
curred on the UMaine campus Sept. days
pending appeal. According to
12, 1991.
a court clerk, an appeal has been
Brennan, who was a juvenile at filed.
the time of the offense, was tried
Assistant District Attorney ShaStaff Writer

7

The assault occurred in the Hilltop dorm
room of a 19-year-old female student on
Sept. 12, 1991.
The UMaine chapter of Phi Gamma Delt
a is being disciplined for having an unau
thorized party
on Feb. 25.(Boyd photo.)

By Can Clay

turbance somewhere between Kennedy
said he was unable to
Somerset Hall and College Ave., discu
ss the issue in anything more
but by the time they arrived there than hypot
hetical terms due to a
Another fraternity at the Uni- were only four
or five brothers left mandate from unive
rsity legal
versity of Maine is facing suspen- at the house
." Desjardin said.
counc
il.
sion and withdrawal of their naThe president's office was no"If the president of a fraternity
tional recognition.
tified yesterday afternoon of the were to
give you a release then I
Phi Gamma Delta is being dis- decision to
withdraw FLI s recog- could discuss it and
would be more
ciplined for holding an unautho- nitio
n for a period of one year.
than willing to. Under the Buckley
rized party on Feb. 22.
"We'll see how the national Amendmen
t I can't discuss any
"The party of 30 to 40 people and the corpo
ration want to get specifics," Kennedy
said.
wasn't sponsored by Residential invol
ved," William Lucy, dean of
Since the local FIJI corporaLife so it broke both the national student
activities and organizations tion owns both
the house and land
and UMaine rules," Dean of Stu- said.
it is on, the brothers cannot he
dent Services Dwight Rideout said.
A representative of the nation- removed
from the house by uniThe director of national pro- al board
said a decision on disci- versity officials.
What the national
grams, Tom Desjardin, visited plinary meas
ures for the chapter directors decide to do
remains to
UMaine March 27-30, meeting has not
yet been reached.
be seen.
with campus authorities, and fra"The chapter bought a keg of
"In order for a decision to be
ternity members.
beer and had a party which goes reached,
our Board will make a
"The primary reason they'll be very much
against our rules and Board of Directors
and make a
disciplined nationally is because again
st the university policy. The decision. The
quickest way is
they were in violation of the Fra- university
has really bent over through a mail ballo
t, after which
ternity Insurance Purchase Group backward
s to create the ResLife the board has
to
decid
e what the
which provides the national orga- cater
ing system.The chapter didn't discipline
will be," Desjardin
nization with an umbrella insur- use the syste
m.
said.
ance policy," Desjardin
"Getting a keg from which 40
When the FIJI house was teleAccording to Desjardin, the or 50 peopl
e drank is grounds for phoned,they had no
comment and
party didn't last long.
pretty serious discipline," Desjar- abrup
tly
hung
up
the
phone. Erik
"From what I understand, the din said.
Smal
l
is
the
curre
nt
presi
dent of
police were summoned for a disDirector for Judicial Affairs Bill FIJI
Staff Writer

March 18, 1992 during an open ron Silbe
rman-Hurrunels said she
proceeding in juvenile court.
was pleased with the outcome.
According to a clerk at 3rd DisThe assault occurred in the Hilltrict Court,Brennan was sentenced *dormi
tory room of a 19-yeirto the Maine Youth Center at the old femal
e UMaine student. BrenAndroscoggin County jail until he nan,
who had reportedly been
reached the age of 21. All but 30
days of the sentence was suspendSee RAPE on pagc 19

•Rape

Accused Providence rapist
given 5-day suspension
The University of Maine student who allegedly raped a fellow
student in Providence, Rhode Island Saturday has been given an
interim suspension of five days,
according to Dwight Rideout,dean
of student services.
The suspension was given by
William Kennedy,director for judicial affairs, according to Rideout. The student has to appeal the
decision and be successful in order
to come back to UMaine,he said.
"It wasimportantto take action
based on the allegations in Rhode
Island and to ensure the safety of
the victim and the university community," Kay Hyatt of the Office
of Public Affairs said.

Currently, UMaine is continuing its investigation ofthe incident
According to The Providence
Journal,the 18-year-old first-year
student met her alleged assailant
at about 8 p.m. Saturday in the
Players'Corner Pub and then went
to a Subway shop in Providence.
They then went to the second
floor ofan X-rated video store and
were in a booth watching a film
when the alleged rape occurred.
The woman went back to the
Players'CornerPub afterward and
told a bartender, who informed
the police.
She was treated at the Women
and Infants' Hospitalin Providence
and released Sunday morning.

•Knox break-in

Warrants issued for three suspects in IVIarch Kn
ox Ha

By Jennifer Crotty

Pardilla is a UMaine student.
curfew.
Break burglaries, and Laughlin
Staff Writer
Pardilla was arrested Monday
Borodko has joined the Army said the depa
rtment has "promisat his room in Knox Hall and Leavitt and
is now located at Fort Ben- es for the retur
Three men were arrested early was arrested Tues
n ofaround $4,200.
day at his Bang- fling, Georgia.
We have in house approximately
this week in connection with the or home.
UMaine Public Safety officers $3,200."
March 6 burglary at Knox Hall.
Both were anraigned in 3rd Dis- are communic
ating at this time with
Recovered in the investigation
Warrants were issued Monday trict Court in Bang
or Tuesday and Army officials.
so far have been a computer beat Bangor's 3rd District Court for charged with Burgl
ary Class B.
Laughlin estimated damages to longing to
MacAct,some compact
the arrest of Jason Pardills, 20, of Both were released
on $500 per- Knox Hall to be $7,300 and propdiscs and a set of tires stolen from
Old Town;Simon Borodko,20,of sonal recognizance
bail with the erty loss to be $7,493.
the Oxford Hall parking lot around
Orono and Aaron Leavitt, 19, of restrictions that they
eath livewith
Public Safety is continuing its Feb. 23.
Bangor.
their parents and abide by a 9 p.m. investigat
ion into the Spring
Tan Dang,20,ofOrono,turned

ll burglary
himself in March 23 after a warrant for his arrest was issued in
connection with the Knox breakin. Dang was charged with burglary and was released after posting bail. Arraignment is set for
April 17 in 3rd District Court,
Bangor.
Laughlin said that with these
arrests, all the parties responsible
for the March 6 burglary at Knox
Hall have been found.
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WorldBriefs
•Soviet economy

Russian company pays over $3
million for Dutch door maker

• Russians take over first Western company
• Abie Nathan released after six month prison term
• ANC votes down South Africa's new parliament
•Anti-terror law

Peace crusader vows to fight law
that imprisoned him for 6 months

GROUWE,Netherlands(AP)— In what
may be the first RusOan takeover of a
JERUSALEM(AP)— Peace crusader Abie Nathan was
Western firm, a timber company has paid
released Monday after
more than $3 million to buy a Dutch firm
spen
ding nearly six months in prison for meeting with PLO chie
that manufactures doors.
f Yasser Arafat and
vowed to fight the law that put him in jail.
The Ilych company,from the Russian state
of Komi,bought Halbertsma Doors By,
last
President Chaim Herzog reduced Nathan's sentence
week, said Halbertsma's director,
by one year on Sunday after he
Jippe Tinga.
prom
ised "to act only in accordance with the law," the presi
Most businesses in the former Soviet Unio
dent's office said.
n are short an cash and seeking investme
nt
Nathan told reporters after being freed that he would "not
from Western companies to help
do anything illegal for at least
revamp outdated manufacturing processe
s or manage- three months."
ment structures.
He said he asked for an early release so he could camp
Ilych and Halbertsma want to take
aign against the law during the
advantage of the demand in Russia for good
campaign for national elections, scheduled June 23.
quality doors.
Nathan was convicted under a 1986 amendmen
H
rtsma, a 101-year-old businessflwith
t to Israel's anti-terror law that bans
a work force of 75 at its plant in this northern meet
ings with members of terrorist organization Conv
Dutch village, has annual sales of $7
s.
iction carries a maximum three
million.
year penalty.

1
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•Celebration

Festivities held in honor
ofHarbor Bridge
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) — Sydney's
landmark Harbor Bridge celebrated its 60th
birthday
,
Sunday, and an estimated 300,000 peop
le created
pedestrian gridlock during a huge open
-air party.
Vehicular traffic.on the main link betw
een Sydney and
its northern suburbs was halted for more
than five hours
during the bash. Daylight fireworks brig
htened the cloudy
early autumn day.
Nicknamed "The Coat Hanger" for itss
hape,the bridge
joins with the nearby Opera House
and the downtown
skyline to create one ofthe world's most
easily recognizable
harbors. The structure shines gree
n at night, thanks to
,spotlights that cost about $300,000 a
year to operate.
A nearby tunnel is scheduled for comp
letion later this
year toeasethe congestion of 182,000 vehi
cles that cross the
crowded bridge on an average day.

3

•Nuclear weapons

Arms reduction pushed
BRUSSELS (AP) — The United Stat
es will
insist that the former Soviet republics cons
olidate all •South
Africa
nuclear weapons in the Russian republic
•United Nations ,
and move
ahead with the destruction of a "signifi
cant number" of
warheads, Defense Secretary Dick Chen
ey says.
Cheney,enroute to an historic meeting
of defense ministers from NATp and the former Wars
aw Pact, said he
wants to use the session to follow up
on Russian President
Boris Yeltsin's offer to sharply reduce
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa(AP
the former Soviet
) — The
strategic arsenal — and to discuss ways
GEN.(AP) — Iraq has stepped
African National Congress on Tues
the United States
up military
day
rejec
ted a
can help destroy those weapons.
attac
ks on Kurdish villages,using helicopter
government plan for a bicameral
s
in defiance
Parliament and
Cheney said he plans to quiz his
of President Bush's warnings and
counterparts from proposed instead that a single-chamber assembly
the
cease
ternb
-fire
be elected that ended the Gulf
Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus about
War,I inked Nations officials said Tues
the progress of the to draft a new constitution.
day.
nuclear weapon consolidation, includin
The officials and Kurdish exiles
Despite the disagreement, the two
g Ukraine's stated
said Baghdad is trying
side
s
appe
ared
to
reluctance to turn over all its weapons.
to intimidate Kurds in nort
making progress on the formation of an
hern Iraq before elections to
interim government choose an
independent assembly.
and a new constitution ending white-mi
nority rule.
Some Kurds fear the Baghdad
•Standoff
The government suggested for the
government is preparing
first time Monday a full-scale
offensive to recapture territorie
that an elected two-chamber Parl
s it lost during
iament draft the document, the
Kurdish uprising that foll
representing a major step toward the
owed
the
end
of the Persian
ANC's stance. Previ- Gulf War
13 months ago.
ously, the government had said the
constitution should be
A U.N. source, who spoke
drafted during negotiations amo
on condition of anonymity.
ng political parties rather said
VATICAN CITY(AP)— The Vatican
-Iraq last week shelled 11
has sent a than by an elected constituent asse
Kurd
ish villages between the
mbly
.
special envoy to Malawi in an attemptito
northern Iraqi towns of Irbil
resolve an
But the government's plan would
and
Mosul, forcing 40,000
effec
tivel
y include veto people to
unusual standoff between the government
flee their homes. She said ther
and the Afri- powerfor whitesand other minorities
e were no reports of
in Parliament's upper house.
can country's Roman Catholic bishops, offic
casualties and no reports of
ials said Tuesday.
The ANC rejects special protection
futther attacks this week.
for minorities and
Missionaries have reported that the eigh
Another U.N. official, who
t bishops were wants a 400-member const
also spoke on condition of
itution-making body elected on
arrested in early March and held overnigh
anonymity, said President
t foi questioning the basis of one person, one
Saddam Hussein had sent milivote.
after they denounced the government's
tary reinforcements to the
hu
'ghts record
In its statement Tuesday, the ANC
Irbil area. He said there were
from their pulpits.
tried to reassure reliable
reports of about 30,000 troops
nervous whites by saying all decision
in the region,includs would be approved ing
Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro
the Republican Guards,
said Archbishop by a two-thirds majority.
Saddam's best-trained forces.
Giovanni De Andrea of the church's dipl
A 12,000-member U.S.
omatic corps was
The proposed assembly would have
-led army moved into northern
four months to write Iraq
sent to Malawi following a government
requestto meet with a constitution. If it failed,
to oversee the return of
it would be dissolved and
about 1.5 million Kurds who
a papal representative.
new had fled to Turk
elections held, the ANC said.
ey and Iran after their uprising
was crushed
by Iraqi forces in Marc
h 1991.
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ANC rejects plan for
new parliament

Iraq increasing attacks
on Kurdish areas

7

Vatican sends envoy
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•Welfare

Proposed weWare cuts will make life tou er for many
By Deanna L Partridge

Staff Writer

maximum AFDC benefit.
The allowable monthly income before
becoming ineligible for AFDC is a set number. AFDC makes up the difference between
what a person makes and that number. For
example, in Penobscot County, the current
rate for one person is $564 a month. If someone only earns $350,AFDC will make up the
difference and allot them $214 per month.
Reducing the gap means the new rate for
that same person would be only $397. Their
benefits would then be reduced to $47,a loss
of $167 every month.
The loss to AFDC families, estimated by
Pine Tree, will be around $5.3 million in state
aid and $8.6 million in matching federal funds.
The second proposed cut to AFDC is to
deny increased benefits to mothers who have
an additional child while receiving AFDC.
Christopher St.John,staffattorney at Pine

More than 6,000 families in Maine will
find it harder to meet their basic needs
because ofsweeping changes in the state Aid
to
Families with Dependent Children and General Assistance programs.
Governor McKeman has proposed cuts in
the welfare system totaling $18.6 millio
n in
state and matching federal funds. The cuts
are
part ofhis budget-balancing bill enacted by the
Legislature in a December Special Session.
Pine Tree Legal Assistance Inc. lost a state
class-action suit in federal court Monday to
prevent the cuts. U.S. District Judge Gene
Carter gave the go-ahead for the budgetbalancing measures.
The Aid to Families with Dependent Children program is slated to lose over $15 million, and the General Assistance Fund will
lose an additional $3.6 million.
McKeman blamed double-dipping, or
people accepting both AFDC and general
assistance, as cause enough for restructuring.
He said towns cal" decide to make up the
difference in fundsrd that non-profit organizations should also be looked to.
Tree,said he sees this proposal as an implica"You have to draw the line somewhere," tion mother
s are having more children to get
McKeman said.
additional money.
Pine Tree has been gathering information
"No one is making out like bandits here,"
on families which will fall on the wrong side he
said at the State House on March 20.
of that line. Hardest hit will be low-income
In a letter prepared for the Maine Associfamilies with an employable adult, single ation
of Interdependent Neighborhoods, St.
parents on AFDC and children.
John wrote "a family receives only an addiThe changes in AFDC are structured into tional $116
per month for an additional child,
three categories dealing with benefit allot- certain
ly no incentive to have additional chilments and maximum aid.
dren, considering the added real cost of raisThis plan will elnninatethe AFDC"gap" ing a-child."
payment between the income limit and the
One woman being helped by Pine Tree

lives with her four-year-old son. She had to
leave her job as a maid because she became
pregnant and was in danger of a miscarriage.
AFDC provided her only income, $337 a
month. Her rent, not including electric heat
and telephone, was $299.
The general assistance program helped
her pay rent in December, but in January
budgetcutsended her assistance.Consequently,she was evicted. Any money she is eligible
for after reapplying is not enough to provide
for heat, rent and food.
The final proposed cut in AFDC is to limit
benefits to families moving to Maine to their
home state's or Maine's benefit level, whichever is lower. Maine currently has the lowest
AFDC benefit in New England.
Another part of the bill package will limit
general assistance benefits to six months a
year for individuals deemed able to work

mum eligibility and general assistance levels
passed in the December Special Session.
St. John said this meant allotments could
be cut by $250 for a family of two.
Allotments are assessed every month and
in some towns every week.Receiving aid one
month is no guarantee forthe following month.
"Pine Tree is seeing more people who
can't get on general assistance,"St. John said.
-They are eligible for rent but not food or
heating fuel but not rent."
In order to qualify for emergency assistance, a person must prove all income for the
last several months has gone directly to only
survival. This is very difficult to do.
Another woman is an example of the consequence of the December cuts as determined
by Pine Tree. She receives $337 per month
from AFDC for herself and her infant with a
kidney problem. Her rent is $335 per month,
and she has an electric bill and needs a phone
for medical reasons. All the general assistance
she is eligible for,$191,went toward February
rent.The remainder of her AFDC went toward
the rest of rent, phone and electricity bills. At
Christmas,she bought clothes for her baby and
subsequently owed back rent.
more than 20 hours per week.
By early February she was out offood and
Joe Rekas,director ofthe Maine Coalition money.Her
food stamps wouldn't come until
for the Homeless,said the budget which goes mid-m
onth. She was granted emergency asinto effect July 1 is "an all-out attack on poor sistance
for food but not for diapers because
people and homeless and their services."
being without diapers is not considered an
He said this proposal will leave no safety emergency.
net at the end ofthat six-month period and will
According to St. John, the purpose of
lead to widespread homelessness.
general assistance is to take care of people in
"People are no longer slipping through the need to the
extent of their needs.,
cracks. They are being pushed face first
"Low-income people obviously don't have
through the safety net," Relc.as said:
large amounts of money. Any extra they get is
The $3.6 million cut in general assistance also a small
amount. No one can afford to
comes from a proposal to continue the maxi- have that
taken away," he said.

Joe Rekos, director ofthe Maine Coalition for the
Homeless, said the new budget "is an all-out attack
on poor people and homeless and their services."

MAINE
RURAL
REHABILITATION
FUN D
SCHOLARSHIP
The lailKdBRe Campus

Requirements Include:

Great Head, $10.

Farm/Forestry background,
Maine Citizen, 2.75 GPA
minimum, file FAF,
and demonstrate need.

Authentic Bar Harbor
Landmark T-Shirt
featured in Rolling Stone.
Carry a piece of Maine home with
you this summer on an Acadia
National Park Great Head Trail TShirt! 100% cotton pre-shrunk M, L,
XL, white, black, navy, coral, ash.
Only $10. Call 990-0612 to arrange
C.O.D. delivery.

DEADLINE: June 15

Applications available in Office of Student Aid,
2nd floor, Wingate Hall.
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The focus of this program will be on learning
healthy ways of handling and processing anger
as well as how to avoid destructive habits that
can immobilize and increase frustration.
Facilitator: Ellen Abell, Ed.D.,
Staff Psychologist, Counseling Center
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This series is sponsored by Commuter Services
in cooperation with the Counsehng Center
and the Memorial Union_ All programs are free
and open to the public. For additional information
contact Mary Doheity, Graduate Assistant
at the Commuter Services Office, 581-1821.
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• Security Council decides to punish Liby
an terrorists
•Treaty attempts to save Russia from fallin
g further apart
• Gorilla orphanage helping an endanger
ed species

•Pan Am Flight 103
•Treaty

Security Council votes to punis,h te

rrorists Treaty signed

UNITED NATIONS(AP)— The
SecuBefore the vote, Libyan Ambassado
rity Council Tuesday voted to pun
r All Kuwait, and came as the Uni
ish Libya Elhouderi told the
ted States,
council his government Britain
for failing to surrender suspects in
and other Western countries advised
the terror- feared sanctions wou
ld open the way for their citi
ist bombings of Pan Am Rig
zens to leave Libya.
ht 103 and a military attacks
agai
nst
Libyan cities like
French airliner by imposing air
The
Lib
yan ambassador,however,told the
and arms the deadly U.S. air stri
kes in 1986.
embargoes.
Security Council his government was not
preElhouderi said the council wasface
d with venting foreigners from leav
By Thomas Ginsberg
The Security Council vote cam
ing the country.
e hours a choice: either to respect
the U.N. Charter
after Britain said Libya was prev
Ass
ociated Press Writer
The
U.N
. resolution seeks the surrender
enting for- and international law
"or to legitimize unjust of six sus
eigners from leaving the country
pOt
s wanted in the bombing of
— an accu- measures which Fran
ce, the United States two jetl
MOSCOW(AP)— Regional lead
sation Libya denied.
iners and would require Libya to
ersfrom
and Britain see as the beginning of
acro
ss Russia Tuesday signed a
further renounce terrorism and
It was only the second time —
Federation
to give concrete
the first subsequent measures,suc
h as the imposition proof that it
followed the Iraqi invasion of
has halted support for terrorism. Treaty intended by President Boris N. Yeltsin
Kuwait — of an economic sieg
e and military measures
to prevent fragmentation of the vast
that the Security Council has
Libya says all six men are innocent
imposed sanc- against a smaller
country.
and
country."
"Russia has been, is, and will
tions on a single country for
would not get a fair trial in the Wes
flouting its
remain
t.
Earl
ier
Tuesday,Britain said Col. Moamwhole. The course of our history
demands on peace and security
Britain and the United States hav
will not be
.
e in- inte
mar Gadhafi's government was
rrupted," Yeltsin said at the signing
refusing dicted two Libyan men
Tuesday's vote in the 15-mem
in the 1988 bombing
ber coun- exit visas to foreigne
cerers.
mon
cil was 10 in favor, none opp
y in the St. George's Hall in the
of Right 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland
osed, and five
Krem
lin.
an
,
A
Wes
tern diplomatic source in Cai
abstentions — including China.
Conclusion of the treaty, after
ro attack that killed 270 people.
As a perma- told The Associat
mon
ths
Fra
of
nce
see
ks
ed Press the restrictions on four
nent Security Council member
hard bargaining, could be a wate
other Libyans in the 1989 bombing of
,China could exit visas for fore
rshe
d
in
a
igners began about a week French
have vetoed the sanctions.
Yeltsin's efforts to preserve Russia
UTA airliner over Niger, in whi
and avoid
ago. The source, reached by tele
ch
The sanctions, which carry
phone from 171 people died.
the fate of Soviet President Mikhai
the threat Cairo, spoke on cond
l S. Gorition of anonymity.
of the use of military forc
bac
hev, who rtsieed in December
Libya has repeatedly sent conflict
e, take effect
after his
ing
"Th
e
Libyans do not say this is a matter
April 15.
central government collapsed.
signals concerning the surrender of
the men
of policy,"the diplomatic source said
The resolution includes a ban
."They wanted in the bombing of
However,the refusal by two of
on flights give bureaucratic exc
Flight 103. TuesRussia's
uses such as a shortage day, an
to or from Libya and calls for
aut
20
onomous regions and areas to
Abu Dhabi newspaper quoted
a significant of the necessar
sign has
y stamps."
reduction in the number of Lib
raised fears that the Russian Federati
Gadhafi as offering to meet with
yan diploon
could
Pres
iden
The
t
repo
rted Libyan action recalle Bus
mats in U.N. member countrie
someday disintegrate.
h to give him an intelligence repo
s. It also bans Iraq's holding of
rt
that
foreign hostages to prevent wou
arms and aircraft sales to Libya.
The treaty makes signatories
ld exonerate Libya in the bombing.
respecteach
an allied attack to drive its forc
The
cithee s history and culture and
es out of White House called
the idea "nonsense."
promote trust,
the ITAR-Tass news agency said
.

to end Russian
breakdown

No Ozone?
All cyclists welcome!
•Mountain Bikes
•Cross Bikes
•Road Bikes
•Kids Bikes

Authorized
GT Dealer

The Hair Hu has two tannin
g beds and one
tanning caplule, so you can
easily achieve
the color ybu want without
even stepping
outside
Sign up now and save big
with ow
March 'n'
April Specials
Other sunny
specials include Sun
5 sessions
515'
Glazing and Hairlighting
10 sessions
for $35
S275"
and up lreg price $45 and
15 sessions
upl or
S33"
get a perm for $35 and up
20 sessions
5401°
(reg.
price $42 and up). Stock up
and rece ve 10% off all
products. Offers not availa
ble in coniuction with la%
stu
den
t
discount.
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March 'n April
Tanning Specials

The (flair liut

36A Main Street, Orono - Tel
. 866-3525

47 Atsin Roa?,. Alitfor2s
d27-6723

Spring
Cleaning Sale
on

Selected CD's

The Doe's selected used
CD sale is still on!
New titles have
been added!
Wednesday
through
Sunday
$3.99 eacti Or 3 for $10.
00
Dr. Records .20
Maine St. Orono 0866-7874

c.

College Students, Faculty

Towing, only $1 within a ten mile radius
of station.
take advantage of this offer,
all repair work must be done at Avery'
s.
All sem ster, receive a 10% discount on
labor.
Call 827i15852
_
Nights 827-5845
Open 7days:
M-F

5-9

Sat

6-9

Sun

7-9

1
„

All major credit
cards accepted

*All Work Guaranteed* ,
Avery's Towing & Exxon
24 hour towing anywhere
63 Main Rd. Milford, ME 04461
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•Film

Japanese-controlled studios may have turned down film
By Michael Hirsh

Associated Press Writer
TOKYO(AP)— The Japanese are quietly exerting control over America, a character warns in Michael Crichton's new Japan-bashing best-seller, "Rising Sun."
The book itself may have been a test case
of that allegation. Was it shunned by several
Hollywood studios, despite good market
potential as a film, because their Japanese
owners were,well,quietly exerting control?
Nonsense, says Sony Corp., the Tokyobased owner of Columbia and TriSter Pictures, neither of which bid for"RisintSun."
Absolutely not, according to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co., the parent of MCA,

which in turn owns Universal Studios. Universal also stayed out of the bidding.
"We do not get involved" with decisions
on movie properties, said Jane Sweeney, a
spokeswoman for Matsushita in Tokyo.
"This is not even a question MCA would
bring up with us."
A U.S.-owned studio,20th Century Fox,
was the only one to bid on movie rights to
"Rising Sun."Industry insiders say that was
very unusual considering the book's promise: a big-name author with a proven record
in Hollywood, a dramatic plot and good
timing in the marketplace.
A more realistic issue than the question
ofcontrol from Tokyo is whether executives
at the U.S. film subsidiaries, mindful of the

Japanese names on their paychecks,are prac- ed with long diatribe
s against Japan's allegticing self-censorship when they see scripts edly unfair trade
policies, which are blamed
that cast Japan in a bad light.
in part for America's economic decline.
A source at Sony Pictures Entertain"We are definitely at war with Japan," a
ment, the Japanese subsidiary that owns lead character says.
At another point he
Columbia and TriStar,said the studios would claims the Japanese "are
the most racist
be inclined to avoid a script as severely people on the planet."
critical of Japan as "Rising Sun."
Critics have called the portrayal exag"The bottom line is we are owned by a gerated, although contain
ing elements of
Japanese company," said the source, who truth.
spoke on condition of anonymity.
Birnbaum said he knew other studios
Roger Birnbaum, 20th Century Fox's "were thinking about buying the
book.Some
president of worldwideiproduction, said, people obviously, at compani
es owned by
"I'm sure some of(the other studios)thought Japanese, thought about it too
long."
about who owneci their companies. You've
Peter Wilkes, a Sony Pictures spokesgot to think about it."
man in Los Angeles, would say only,"We
The book is a detective mystery freight- were not interested in the property
."

•Animals

Gorilla orphanage gives new chance for threatened species

By Robert Weller

for meat,and were spared only so they could
be sold on what was once a thriving export
market for gorillas, said Helen Hudson.
BRAZZAVILLE, Congo (AP)
As
Hudson, a pediatric nurse in charge of
rain drummed on the metal roofof his office, nursing the orphans
back to health, said the
Mark Attwater bottle-fed 4-month-old Ban- gorillas also suffer from
gastroenteritis and
ga, the newest member of the Braziaville other illnesses picked
up from people in the
Gorilla Orphanage.
villages where they were held after being
"We treat them like human babies said captured. Attwater estimat
ed one in five of
Attwater, who helps run the orphanagel.IPThe the gorillas die at the orphana
ge.
pregnancy of a gorilla lasts nine months,and
Babies wear diapers, partly to keep them
their development is very similar to humans." from spreading disPases to other
gorillas. At
When the gorillas arrive, they are in the center, a gorilla gymnas
ium has been
desperate need of treatment,some with rope built with slides and swings.
burns, bullet wounds or machete cuts. Most
Attwater and other staff have led a camhave seen their mothers and fathers killed paign to press Congolese authorit
ies to arAssociated Press Writer

rest anyone trying to sell gorillas. "The
Congolese government is very cooperative.
All trade is banned and hunting is illegal.
But it can get pretty hairy when we confiscate gorillas from soldiers," Attwater said.
Felix Raphael N'Tsila,Congo's director
of nature and conservation,said the orphanage project has halted the illegal sale of
gorillas for export.
In recent years, up to 600 gorillas were
killed annually in Congo, mostly for meat.
Some body parts were sold as fetishes. The
skuils and hands are believed to have magical powers.
An estimated 50,000 lowland gorillas
remain in the world, mostly in Congo, Ga-

bon, Cameroon and Zaire. They are not yet
endangered, but if the killings don't stop
they soon will be, Attwater said.
In an effort to curb the killings and provide a sanctuary, John Aspinall signed an
agreement with Congo's government to set
up the rescue center.
It began operation in September 1989,
and now has 19 gorillas, ranging in age from
four months to six years.
Attwater, who worked for 10 years
with Aspinall's zoo gorillas in Britain,
said the goal is to reintroduce the gorillas
into the wild. A site has been found about
75 miles north of Brazzaville near LeFini
Fauna Reserve.

THE NEW THURSDAY NIGHT AT THE DEN PRESENTS...
Howdy-do,kids!You heard it right, it's back by popular demand from the fine folks at Stude
nt

Government("Just people workin'

Free Pizza, Cheap Beer,
hard for the students," sez Brent.) Free pizza at The Den (while supplies last, first come,

first served, etc., etc., etc....) so get

and Mystic Blues
'Nur said?

there early and stay late. Everybody knows that at UMaine the weekend starts on Thursday(or

is it Wednesday?)so why not

start your weekend at The Den on Thursday night at 8:30 drinkin' cheap beer? Let's just hope Doc

Sponsored by SEA ofStudent Government

Dana doesn't see this.

s
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•Peace film series

Film'

series concluding with a look at Vietnam

By Christian Bousquet
Volunteer Writer

The Maine Peace Action Committee and
other campus groups conclude a semesterlong peace film series with movies about
Vietnam, gay rights and the environment.
The movies start at 7 p.m. in 101 Neville
Hall. Admission is free and cider and dough
nuts are available for those interested in the
topic discussion that follows each film.
April 2 features Hearts And Minds, a
documentary about the nature of the Vietnam War.
Liz Robins, MPAC member and one of
the film series coordinators, said the movi
e

"puts war in a historic context of American
culture." For instance, a scene from a football game,an American pastime,is integrated with battles of war.
The following Thursday, April 9, is a
film called Lifetime Commitment, A Portrait Of Karen Thompson. Based on a true
story, this film shows the sobering affects of
a legal battle between the parents of a paralyzed woman and her lesbian partner. The
judgment rests with the court system.
Wildstein co-chair Natasha Woodland
said, "The issue is a person's right to be
where she wants to be. It also makes couples
think about the legal preparations necessary."

The Peace Film Series concludes April
16 with the movie Powaggatsi. The movie
contains no narration. Instead, it uses visual
and musical images to fuse the relation
between humans and the environment.
"Humans and the environment are inseparable things," Robins said."The movie
shows how humans ARE the environment."
MPAC has been around for the past ten
years. According to MPAC member Ethan
Strimling, the committee worked closely
with other campus groups,sometimes funding the movies.
Strimling said the series' purpose "is to
bring different perspectives that aren't seen

elsewhere,"and "get other groups invol
ved."
Throughout the semester, topics
have
spanned political, social, and environmen
tal issues.
A facilitator familiar with the issues
addressed conducts discussions following each
film.
Other sponsors working with MPAC
include The German Club, The Wome
n's
Center, Wildstein, The Student Envir
onmental Action Coalition, The Sustainabl
e
Agricultural Interest Group,The University
Of Maine Lesbian, Gay, Bi-Sexual Concerns Committee,The Center For Multicultural Affairs and The Class Of '42 Lord
Foundation.

•AIDS

AiDS-infected businessman paid for boys' dirty
By A.J. Hostetler

Associated Press Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Teen-age
boys whoflocked to the AIDS-stricken businessman known as "Uncle Ed" were paid
extra for bringing in their high school yearbooks so he could pick future partners, a
newspaper reported Tuesday.
Edward I. Savitz,50,also paid youths for
their sperm,according to an AIDS counselor. Authorities earlier said that the man,also
known as"Fast Eddie,"and"Dr.Feel Good,"
paid hundreds of youngsters for sex, dirty
socks and underwear and feces,
The Philadelphia Inquirer Tuesday quoted young men who said the lure of easy

money drew them to Savitz.
The 12 interviewed said they never had
sex with him but that they waited in line to
sell him their belongings. The newspaper
used the youths' first names only.
"There are guys in the neighborhood
who are 35 years old and used to go see him
when they were kids," said Paul, a
high
school senior. "You knew about him for
years,and then you were old enough for it to
be your turn."
"It was a joke. It was easy money. We
didn't think anything of it," said Steve, 18.
"Until this thing hit the fan and we found out
he had AIDS."
Savitz, who has had full-blown AIDS for
about a year, is being held on $20 milli
on

underwear

Boys went to him one, two and even
three at a time,sometimes when they "nee
ded money to go out with their girlfriends,"
said Fran Stoffa, head of the Philadelph
ia
AIDS Task Force.
"One of the things that young peopl
e
reported to us is that they were paid an extra
amount of money if they'd ejaculate
into a
condom. It's repulsive behavior that gets
more and more strange as time goes on,"
Stoffa said on CNN.
No one knows how many youths are
involved,but authorities estimate it could
be
5,000 in a decade.
Most who have come forward say all
they did was sell Savitz their clothing,
Stoffa said.

GIVE LIFE

YSARTS

Orono Travel Stop
17 Stillwater Avenue
Orono, Maine • 827-3459

bail on sexual abuse charges.'Hundreds of
youths called special AIDS hotlines set up
after his arrest last week.
On Monday night, police found nearly
200 bags of dirty underwear and socks and
more than 100 photographs at a storage
facility Savitz rented and in his old apartment. Police found 5,000 photos of boys
when he was arrested.
The Inquirer said Savitz paid boys $40 to
bring in their yearbooks. Savitz would circle
pictures of the boys he liked, the youths got
a bonus if they could get the circled ones to
visit, the newspaper said.
"These young men went there willingly
and recruited their friends," District Attorney Lynne Abraham said.

CITGO

We have CITGO quality gas, so come in to our
new convenience store located at
17 Stillwater Ave., Orono
and let our fuel attendants cater to you!
Wide selection of freshly made sandwiches on our
famous homemade bread.

Daily Specials • Hot Dishes
r$2.00

CLIP AND SAVE

32.00

$2.00 off
All Deli Items
including Hot Food.

Limit one per customer per visit.
Offer expires April 3rd,1 992.
CLIP AND SAVE

..$.....
2100
—

—.

Hours: Sun. - Thurs. 6am to lOp
m
Fri. and Sat. 6am to 12 midnig
ht

1

qReck Week
Blood

DRiVC

• April 7th
Memorial Gym, the "Pit"
1lam - 7pm
Come support the Greeks.
Give blood today.
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•General Studen
t Sena

te

Student Senate votes against
By William R. Grasso

open-club proposal

Renovations would include conv
Staff Writer
erting the
Coe Lounge into a food serv
ices area. Food
services would be moved in fro
Student Senate resolution
m the Damn
number S-52-3- Yankee
, adding approximately 30 seat
24-92 would have made
s.
a referendum out ofa
The proposal would also include
long-standing debate about
a
prov
ithe General Stu- sion to
add a Taco Bell mini-franchise
dent Senate's funding
and a
of student organiza- fro
zen yogurt counter in the space
tions. The resolution wou
the Coe
ld have required any Lounge
currently occupies. Lewis also
clubs receiving GSS fun
said
ds to "be_open to all the
introduction of the new counte
undergraduate activity fee
rs would
paying students."
add student work-study jobs.
After a long debate, the
new resolution
Student representative to the
was defeated 18 to six,
Board of
with one abstention. Trus
tees Wayne Mitchell inform
Sponsors of the resolution
ed
the GSS
stressed that the Board of
Trustees has approved a $121
some students are being
unfairly excluded room and
board increase for the Orono cam
from clubs, and that this
measure would pus and
a tuition increase. Out-of-state
help to eliminate such
tudiscrimination.
ition is also being examined.
'Senators opposing the reso
lution voiced
Mitchell also informed the GSS
concern over possible inte
that of
rpretations of the the 65 nom
inations for tenure throughou
measure, citing possible
t
effects on clubs the UMaine
system, all were approved.
requiring minimum GPAs and
Jon Lewis, director of Res
Life Dining Services, discus
sport teams.
The GSS also discussed the formatio
ses renovations of the
Jon Lewis, Director of Resi
n of a Memorial Union to GSS. (Tirrell pho
dential Life rape awareness
to.)
seminar during student orien- fem
Dining Services, spoke to
ale students as to what constitu
the GSS about tation.The
tes rape, during the school year in pro
proposed program would acknow
proposed renovations to the Mem
grams in resil- and give students tips on how
orial Union. edge that rape
to
avoi
d rape.
dence halls. The GSS is wor
occurs, inform both male and
king with
The program would be carried
trough ResLife on this assault prev
ention measure.
•Burial

•Terror

ism
Marcos to be buried in Phillipi
nes Terrorist escapes f
rom prison

MANILA, Philippines (AP)
— Imelda
Marcos said Monday that the
body of her
husband, former president Fer
dinand Marcos, will be brought to his hom
e province
from Hawaii late next week for
burial.
She said it will arrive April
10 or 11 in
Laoag, the capital of Ilocos Nor
te province,
for burial there on April 21.
Marcos' body has been kept
in a temporary crypt in Hawaii, where
he died in
September 1989. He had been dri
ven into
exile by the February 1986 revo
lt that led

to Corazon Aquino's installation
as president.
Mrs. Marcos returned from exil
e on
Nov. 4 and is running for presiden
t in the
May 11 election. She faces mor
e than 80
civil and criminal cases in connec
tion with
alleged corruption during het hus
band's
20-year rule.
She has said that Marcos' burial in
Ilocos
Norte would be temporary, and
that she
hopes eventually to bury his
remains in
Manila in accordance with his"dy
ing wish."

15 units available
for next September

MOTS

GRANADA, Spain (AP) — Fer
nando
Silva,suspected chiefofa left-win
g terrorist
group, escaped from prison by
breaking a
hole in his cell wall and climbi
ng over the
roof of a building, the warden said
Tuesday.
Silva, arrested in September, is
thought
by police to be the leader of
the First of
October Anti-fascist Resistanc
e Group,
known by its Spanish acronym GRA
PO.He
is suspected of planning the kidnap
ping of a
businessman in October 1990, acc
ording to

r-

EFE,the Spanish national new
s agency.
Andres Puga,warden ofthe pris
on in this
southern city, said Silva was
discovered
missing from his cell about 8 a.m
. He said a
foot-wide hole had been dug throug
h the 28inch-thick wall.
GRAPO was blamed for killing 12
police
officers and more than 30 bombin
gs,kidnappings and other attacks in 1976-7
7. Most
members were jailed during the
late 1970s
and early 1980s, but the group is
still active.

Buy any small Pizza and get the se

cond

:6
9 two-be
b drooms
$350/month

Includes- Heat, Hot Water, Stove,
Refrigerator, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal, Stickered Parkin
g, Some Pets Allowed
15 minute walk to campus

Now Accepting Deposits- Stillwater Vil
lage-

866-2658

Pizza for a Buck!*
(and we deliver, too)

Pizza VillaOld

167 Center St.

L •Of equal or

(ACROSS THE STREET FRO

Town •827-6460

M THE POST OFFICE)

lesser value, up to 3 toppings, one cou

pon per order, not to be, etc., etc.

.

STA TRAVEL
dicre.
HaNt4lyvi1 thiyaext ahnitgot

qc

ROUNDTRIPS

LONDON
BELIZE
GUATEMALA
SAN JOSE
LISBON
MOSCOW BANGKOK
TOKYO
SYDNEY
LA/SFO

1.84

$299
$365
$390
.0. $410
.0. $518

4
01

rat
c

$640
$949
$739
,..$1278
$318
if1011

• SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE
• EURAIL ISSUED ON THE SPOT
• FLY INTO ONE CITY AND
OUT ANOTHER
• ISIC CARDS /
AYH MEMBERSHIP
• LOW COST ONE WAYS

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1.800.777.0112

273 NEVVBURY ST
BOSTON
MA 02116
LOCAL
(617) M6•6014

rit
(it

STA TRAVEL 4

,
•II°

6;
tmelry
wilL3 1992

rip.

:60 pin.

FA ROOM

taut

grachitte schooE 1.40101** forward to a
career in pubtc affairs, urn verzty
teaching,orthe diplomatic ooqv?
'Thinking aboutstts4y Alcoa
dor a lice in
scientific research? The campus
community is invitetito hear abou
tthe
opportunities available for graduate
a
undergraduate fellowship and,
iciwiardlips--Fultright F
Rhodes Scholarships, Mellon Fellow
ship
in the Humanities;and Phi Kapp
.Phi
.Fellowships,among others. Firstand
second-year students are especially
encouraged to attend. Now is the time to
plan ahead. Some one has to win the
se,
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EditorialPage
•Media Law

Learn the Law
In Communist countries off
icials don't have to tell yo
u
anything, and what they do
tell you will probably be
lies
anyway. UMaine is displayin
g this same characteristic.
Twice in one day this ne
.4,
(4:17-ks
wspaper was confronted wit
h
sources incorrectly citing
the Buckley Amendment at the
,-6.r
order
of University Legal Counse
.*& -%'
l.
A press release from the UM
aine department of Public
Affairs says that under the am
endment which protects stu
dent
records, information on the
1
5
.
-4t•/
recent rape in Rhode Island and
the
withdrawal of recognition for
4 d.rt
.V
FIJI cannot be released.
This amendment protects
students' academic records, an
re4i
4
d
in recent court cases has bee
W.Is
e
•
n overturned when instituti
. ...
1
:"
:
.
.
1
1
0
,
.
..1
1
ons try
to withhold information
:
,
1:
:
461441
eat.,(terlr?
ii
tr:4"
about campus crimes. Appeal
'- cdo
trie 4 GI
f
iC' 04
'
I
s are
pending, but the way the la
W
•
elpAl)W4
w currently reads officials not
.
/
.- ` f• LS
only
can release the information,
they have a responsibility to
do so.
Public Affairs has an obl
igation to keep up-to-date
on
current media-law decisions
.
'4.
.1
'
We think it's reprehensible tha
t UMaine is hiding an important aspect of the reported rap
e last weekend under the gui
se of
upholding the law.Ifcampus
officials are so concerned abo
ut the
safety of the University co
mmunity they should releas
e
cri
me
related information and not
try to sweep it under the rug
.
These issues shouldn't be use
d as political tools to enhanc
e
or destroy UMaine's reputatio
n,but rather to inform studen
Ah,that mischievous day of
ts
the
of
the possible dangers lurking
year has arrived at last. The
A small group ofustaped she
on this campus. Unless the
day
ets
inf
or- when we all
mation is made available unw
of
pap
er together and then taped
wal
k
aro
und campus
itting students may stumbl
e into looking over our should
the same circumstances.
them over the frame of his
Carl
er, waiting
door.
for the next prankster to cra
Th
e new buildings have
FIJI's situation has nothing
wl
out
doo
Cl
rs
ay
to do with crime, but invoki
which are recessed a cou
ng of the woodwork.
the Buckley amendment to
ple of
hide the facts hurts both the
The pranks have matured
inches,so we filled that spa
fraterdurce with
nity and the students.
ing the years. At first it
the
three garbage bags of pop
seemed
corn
UMaine needs to learn the
funny to adjust the time
we had recently popped exp
laws and stop twisting them
on the per, whoopie cus
res
sly
hions, joy buzz- for thi
to alarm clock late in the eve
suit their private agenda.(C
s prank.
ning on ers and plastic
JC)
ice cubes with imiMarch
•

S.

_ , , .,. _ 41,„, ,„. . . . . . . . _

Vaseline and popcorn

31. Either you could watch
When the door was opened
tation flies inside.
insomeone get up hours too ear
war
d in the morning he was coa
ly for
ted
Onc
•Death Threats
e
aga
in my sister fell prey in
school or arise thinking the
a cascade of stale popcor
y would to most ofthese
n. It
stunts, but some of was
be hours too late.
a magical moment.
my friends endured them as
Whatjoy as I rolled on my
well.
Most people with a sen
little
se of
In my high school varsity
twin bed as my somewh
loc
k- humor enjoy a good
at anal er room there
pra
nk
now
was an unexplained and
older sister tortured her
then. An unidentified cow
self over switch ofall the
A lot has happened at the Uni
cheerleaders' soap ton
versity of Maine this year. one of my pranks.
gue was shipped to someon
wit
h
e
soa
on
p
tha
t leaves you dirtier
A new university president
One year I coated the bat
campus this semester bec
has been selected for the
hroom than when you
ause he
began scrubbing.
campus, mid-year budget
doorknob and the toilet
had been running his mou
seat with
cuts and tuition hikes have
th too
It
was
poe
tic justice and for
also Vaseline. It would have bee
been enacted, resulting in
much.
n per- once the rest of
fewer course offerings, par
us got dates instead
t-time fect if my intended victim had fall- of
This act provided a laugh for
positions being eliminated,
the perky, cheering types.
full-time faculty positions
en
int
o
my
tra
the
p,
but
perpetrator and a warning for
she
not
did
n't
.
My
being filled, research not
If I'm the Queen of
Dad stumbled into it
being completed, and upgr
Bitches the guilty par
ins
tea
ty. It was handled
d.
I then it is equally true
aded did
equipment not being purcha
that my moth- very wel
n't get the desired lau
sed.
l however, and the victim
gh, but er is the Queen
of April Fool's day ret
my
And on top ofthe budget cut
urned the favor with his own
s already taken,an estimated exp already colorful vocabulary tricks.
.
anded appreciably. An
$5.5 million cut is schedu
sig
nif
icantly less original prank.
une
xled for next year.
Wh
en
I
was
in
junior high I ran
pected April fool's benefi
Hats off for playing the gam
t.
Student reaction? Silence,
downstairs one fine April
e,
sadly, but unmistakably lou
By
first pre- though.
the
tim
e
I reached high pared
d
and clear across campus.
to
pul
l
my
first tri
school
But when Maine Campus
Some people play April Foo
editors tric we had developed a new day. She beat me to it. ck of the
l's
publish their likes or dislik
k. By running a pencil
es in television programs or
jokes year-round. So
aro
und
me
As
peo
ple
I
wri
wen
te
t
by
her bedroom door sen
about their musical prefer
and around the edge of
d away for any magazine dea
a quarter she called
ences, the reverse is true.
loutto me that school had
you leave a graphite buildStudent reaction?- Death thr
ing
in erotica and list the return
up
tha
t's
been canceled becaus
eats.
e the buses addres
virtually undetectable to the
s as a friend's business.
What's wrong with this ca
casual were having
problems.
mpus community? How ca
observer.
On
e
n
couple I know sent everypeople here stand mute in
Everyone remembers
The next step is to induce
the midst of cumulative bud
the joy thing they
som
ecould find on farm equipget
tha
t buoys your soul up
cuts which, upon each enactm
one to try to roll the qua
as you ment,cha
ent, threaten the integrity an
rte
r
off
ins
aws and rototillers to
con
template an unexpe
d the
quality of the state's higher
education—especially at the othir nose and into a glass or some from school. It also cted day off a self-confirmed urbanite dweller.
er receptacle. Following
makes you
state's flagship university,
His yuppie neighbors saw
the at- glad you didn't
yet literally freak out when
the
bother to do that mai
tempt they are left lookin
dif
l and labeled him "Geek" unti
fering opinions over cultur
g like an, homework
l
that you were puttin
al and entertainment tastes
inverted skunk with a str
g the little mess was
are'
ipe down off until you
expressed? It's really pathet
cle
are
d
up.
wer
e
eat
the
ing
center of their nose.
your Rice
ic(and immature)—no wo
My point: why save April Foo
nder
Krispies.
l's
this community and universit
You can tell them or not,as
y system is so dysfunctional.
pra
nks for once a year whe pra
you
Hal
f
an
n
chou
r
late
r
cho
she
ose. It's all in good fun aft
What a better camptis this wo
called out tical jok
er all. "April Fool's
es can be perpetrated and
uld be if people here would
"
and
left
Aft
me to sier I started
redirect time and energy spe
nt making threats over such more money to working I had lently curse the fates that awarde enjoyed by everyone during the
d entire year?
inv
est
in
petty issues as television an
pranks. me a mother
with a cruel sense of
d musical preferences, to ral
This period of my life sho
ly
If you're not
uld be hum
for fewer budget cuts, better ca
mpus leadership and scholar- labeled the Spencer gift episode. I or. At least now I'm sure that ting practical jokgiven to commitwas
es, just give it a
n't
switched at birth.
ship and a stronger, closer ca
I invested in a potpourri
mpus community.
try. You'll be amaml at the
of biHer
e
at UMaine we once
adrenzarre gags. Soap,that tur
Think about it.(MAH)
pop- aline rush at
ns you corned som
the fear of discovery
eone into his dor
dirty, gum that tastes like
m and wait for rep
hot pep- room. Thi
risal. Enjoy life,
s was a classic
prank.
it's far too short anyway
.

Think aboutit
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•Moving right along

We're going to Disney World! UMaine to move to Florida
By Jan Brady
Staff Writer

"OK, we're movin'!" said former UMaine president Dale
Lick.

Tired of media pressure and sick
of having to be accountable to people who pay attention,the University of Maine Board of Trustees voted unanimously yesterday to move
the entire Orono campus to Florida.
The university has purchased
acres of prime swampland just
outside Pensacola and will start the
moving process June 1, according
to Interim President Greg Brown.
Similar to the system employed
by house movers,university buildings will be uprooted, loaded onto
flatbeds and trucked the 1,500 miles
to the sunshine state.
Brown said the university will
follow its patented administratordeparture routine, where media
calls are forwarded to Public Affairs and the entire move is denied
until the last minute.
"Rules are rules," Brown said.
BOT chair Pat Collins considers the move a cost-saving measure
in these difficult economic times.
"We've been moving the administrators there one by one,"
Collins said,"but it's been so slow

and expensive we just decided to
"I think it's a great," he said."I
move it all at once."
think everything is great."
The campus' move will follow
Student Government President
the departure and attempted depar- Brent Littlefield expressed
the
ture to Florida ofseveral top univer- same.
sity administrators over the past
"Uh,whatdid Halstead and Ridetwo years. Former president Dale out say? They did like it?" he asked.
Lick, Interim President John Hitt,
"O.K.,well I think it's great too.
Athletic Director Kevin White,and Florida is a much more positive
Maine Center for the Arts Director climate for education, we believe.
Joel Katz have all been caught flee"You know I've met the govering, uh, leaving the campus in past nor, don't you? He let me sit
in his
years, only to discover now it was chair once.
all part of the BOT's master plan.
"Action is the answer. Student

UMaine administrative offices will be
located in Cinderella's castle, and the
Office ofPublic Affairs will be in
Fantasyland, sources say.
Campus administrators are excited.
"It's just too cold up here,"
Vice President for Student Affairs
John Halstead said. "It's too hard
and expensive to maintain my tan,"
"We are experiencing budget
cuts, you realize," he said.
Dean of Student Services
Dwight Rideout was optimistic.

•UMaine admissions

Droolin idiots with checkbooks accented

Due to the continuing recession and declining enrollment, the University of Maine
announced yesterday it will be easing its
entrance requirements.
According to William Munsey, director
of admissions, the university will be lowering the requisite SAT scores to 400 combined and ask only that students can recite
the alphabet to at least S.
Munsey also said the university will drop
its now antiquated age and high school graduation requirements in order to bring in a
younger, fresher student body:
Instead of entrance exams, prospective
students will be paired offagainst each other
in single game elimination Candyland tour-

naments.
The first two students involved in this
revolutionary program, five-year-old Janet
Jackson and six-year-old Whitney Houston,
both said they were pleased with the new
program and expressed gratitude they could
now escape the doldrums of kindergarten
and see the real world.
"I am looking forward to studying at the
university," Jackson said."For all of my life
I have dreamed of attending such a school.
Did you know you can have Jell-o for lunch
here every day?"
Houston wasjust as enthusiastic."I heard
they have an introductory class in fingerpainting which the critics just raved about

back home."
Both see a great future in the program
and said it will give the school great upward
mobjlity in the playschool market.
New UMaine President Fred Hutchinson, who himself was once five-years-old,
said the program had a great future.
"With this new 20-year plan, the students will take one class a semester until
they accumulate enough credits to graduate.
"Of course, we will still have to charge
them $10,000 a year for the privilege of
being involved in such a groundbreaking
project," he said
"What a great idea," he was reported as
saying.

Governmentis yourfriend. We bring
good things to life," Littlefield
screamed. "We love to fly and it
shows. Quality is job one! Weeblos
wobble but they don't fall down..."
The exact location of the new
U Maine-Pensacola campus has not
yet been disclosed to students,however bills for the fall 1992 semester
have been mailed

•Why is this man so happy?

Hamilton
named Campus
honorary editor

•Diversity

Masshole limit to be imposed on student body

By Mary Young
Staff Writer

thing is great."
Vice President for Student Services John
Halstead said it was the dangerous nature of
all Massachusetts residents that sets them
apart from the rest.
'They're really scary," he said."They are

hi a move to further diversify the University of Maine campus, the Board of Trustees
has voted to limit the number of Massachusetts residents who attend UMaine.
A whopping 20 percent of the university's
enrolhirnt originates from out of star, with
19.99 percent coming from Massachusetts A
percentage,officials believe,thatisjusttoo high.
"We believe the key to multiculturalism
and diversity is to get more people from
different parts of Maine to attend," Dean of all richer than Midas and drive Saabs and
Student Services Dwight Rideout said.
wear these fancy shmancy clothes.
"What's more diverse than Madawaska
"And," he added,"they all think they're
and Portland?
s000 cool."
"I think it's great," he said."I think everyUMaine Public Safety Chief Alan Rey-

"Ifyou've got money and
a pulse, we want you."
—Slogan for new students

nolds also considers the "Massholes" threatening.
"University controlled areassaturated with
residents of the Massachusetts nature have
experienced higher instances of illegal activity perpetrated in said areas," he said.
Uh-huh.
"Plus wejust think they're really sneaky,"
he said.
When asked if Maine-ahs were actually
jealous of Massachusetts residents, new
UMaine President Fred Hutchinson vehemently denied the assumption.
"Why would we bejealous? Because they
have civilization, nightlife, pro sports team,
real media and a sense of purpose?"
"I think they're jealous. I mean we
have...snow!"

Brooks Hamilton.(File photo.)
ORONO, Maine — Brooks W. Hamilton, UMaine professor emeritus ofjournalism and resident curmudgeon, has been
named honorary editor of The Daily Maine
Campus' April Fools' Day Edition.
Awed by the honor at The Campus' Annual April Fools' Day Award Banquet,Hamilton said,"Flibbity-flu. In my day we didn't
have thesefancy-shmancy computers.
"We didn't have typewriters and we
didn't even have pens and paper," he said.
"We carved our stories into bark with our
bare fingernails. And we liked it!
"Yeah, and we delivered the bark all
over campus barefoot clad in animalskins
through huge snowdrifts," Hamilton said.

I()
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•Student support

Professional students banding toge

By C. Scott Pinkney
Staff Writer

Not everyone is cut out for
the four-year
program. That is why Univ
ersity of Maine
students have organized a
"support group
called the Professional Studen
ts of UMaine.
The first meeting overflowe
d with students entering their fifth or
sixth year, and
students who hadn't planned
on being here
very long. Approximatel
y 139 students
showed their approval for this
newly formed
organization.
The first order of business was
election
of officers. Christine Bigney
,junior standing and on the six-year plan
, was unani-

mously elected president. Her
sidekick for
the year is Stuart Davis, who
can't quite
remember how long he has bee
n here. Davis
said he does plan on graduatin
g soon.
The group's main goals are
to help students deal with the emotions
of being in
school for what seems like fore
ver, failure
and the stress that goes along wit
h not knowing what to be when they gro
w up.
"We hope to spread the mes
sage that
these students aren't dumb,just
confused,"
Bigney said."We need to boo
st the morale
of these special students."
Davis claimed that students
need to be
with students like themselve
s, who can understand what they are going
through.

•Male bonding

ther for long haul

"We are just plain and simply stressed
out," Davis said. "We have been here just
too long."
Dom Boutin,a member entering his sixth
year, is &cited about the new organization
.
"Finally a place to hang out with people just
like me," he said.
When asked about all the tuition increases he has faced, Boutin explained he has had
to work harder."So they raise tuition,
I just
pick up a couple more hours at Cheepo
's.
It's no problem." he said.
Parents seem to have a different vie
w on
thisorganization. Mr.Bigney,fath
erofChristine, is very confused about the enthus
iasm.
"Kids these days think that mon
ey is

growing on trees," Mr. Bigney said.
Reports have surfaced, howeve
r, that
Mr. Bigney's hands don't quite reach
his
pockets.
Other parents are more concerned
about
loans that will need to be paid off
after
graduation.
The group has also planned many
activities to help in tying the group closer
together. They have planned a trip to
Northeastern
University to help organize a vast
support
group for professional students.
"We hope to spread the word
throughout
New England and the nation. We
believe it
is an important issue for colleges
and universities," Davis said.

•Amazing pets

Smeal recovering from
pain oftrail marker injury Dinky the cat lives!!

By Paddy O'Furniture
Staff Writer

Don Smeal, a Bar Harbor resi
dent, was
rescued by park rangers afte
r being superglued to a trail summit sign
on Door Mountain in February. After a pain
ful fingernail
polish-remover operation at
Mount Desert
Island Hospital, Smeal is on
his feet again
and back at work full- time.
"I still have to wear boxer
shorts and
some special pain ointment
on my penis,
but other than that, I feel dan
dy," Smeal
said.

When asked if he would com
ment on
who perpetrated such a brutal
act of humiliating violence, he said the humi
liation was
just too much to release the
name and risk
major publicity.(Even though
we explained
to Smeal he was being pub
lished in the
infamous Maine Campus, it
didn't seem to
click with him — maybe it's
just aftermath
from his horrifying incident.)
We asked him finally if ther
e was anything he learned from his exp
erience.
"I got to thinking while I was
up there
and learned a bit about mys
elf; I want to
build a kite," Smeal said.

WINDHAM. Maine(AP)— Din
ky the
cat surely has nine lives — or at leas
t eight
now.Four months after she was left
for dead
in a burning house, the cat has retu
rned —
healthy and with no apparent inju
ries.
"Thiscat has more than nine live
s," said
Steven Moody,Dinky's owner. "It'
s a miracle."
Dinky's ordeal began Dec.
9 when
Moody awoke to find flames and
smoke in
the garage of his home on Sabbat
hday Lake
in Gray. He woke up his wife,
Brenda, and
step-daughter, Elizabeth Lamber
t, 18, and
then called the fire department.
His wife and step-daughter gra
bbed the
family dog,Sadie,and their othe
r cat, Morty,
but could not find Din
ky.

The electrical fire gutted the
house and
destroyed two cars. Moody tho
ught surel
Dinky had been killed, as well.
The family moved into a new
home in
Windham and got another cat,
but never
forgot Dinky. As a tribute to the
cat,the family
assembled a collage of photos.
On Sunday,
their sorrow turned to disbelief,
then joy.
Worke4s tearing down the bur
ned home
in Gray noticed a black cat han
ging around,
and called !the Moodys. Moo
dy said they
found Dinky sitting atop som
e debris.
The cat smelled like smoke,but
received
a clean bill of health from the
veterinarian
The cat had been spayed shor
tly before the
fire and the scars were still
visible, leaving
no doubt it was' Dinky, Moo
dy said.

Our only requirement is a
Thoreau und
Call us Islunaels.
Scribes! Live by the pen! The
Maine Campus
Ad Department, set sail
upon a sea of
insertion orders, has beg
un a maniacal
hunt for one whale of a writ
er.
Perm in a Gyre.
Do not scoff—Scotty Fitzgera
ld initially made ends meet by wri
ting copy
(everything he did, he did
it for Zelda). Imagine yourself rew
orking that
tiny ad promoting the local
pizzeria,
layering it with symbols,
imagery,
irony, themes, metaphors
, black olives
and extra cheese! Let Zal
and Rustum
bluster as they will, you can
produce ads
with assonance!
A poore scoler, hadde ler
ned art,
but al his fantasye was pas
te-upp.
Where is it said an ad can
not reflect a little
Whitman? A thought of Twa
in? An undertone of Sexton? Once told,
we shall wear the
bottoms of our trousers roll
ed.

From Virginia to Tennes
see to Yoknapatawpita?
For the truest advertising
is the most feigning, and
English majors are given
to advertising; and
what they swear in adv
ertising may be said as
English majors they do
feign.
Because Shelley once
said, "Yellow,
and black, and pale, and
hectic red."
No restrictions apply. Vers
atile when it
comes to verse-makers,
we have been
known to hire a Spense
r with or
without work-study. And
while our
work schedules are mos
tly flexible,
epic editions often requir
e a long day
journey into night. Lament
!
So,you're Oates.
Descend into our Lord
Hall basement
office, or dial 581-12
73. Have Bard
Bartholomew leaf throug
h your current
journal scribblings. He
may just make
these halls your new hom
e, your cabin in the
woods on Walden.(Isn't it
pretty to think so?)

The Maine Campus
Advertising Department

The place with spaces to fill.

BRA BURG

Do your brassieres rub you
the wrong way? Darnmit!
I'm sick of it; I don't know
about you women, but I'm
getting a little tired of
intense stinging pain
whenever I take a step.
Since no one is ever gonna
develop a bra that fits right,
I have developed my own
line of anti-bra burning
ointments. Just rub it into
the areas where you
experience this conniption
causing nuisance and swing
your arms freely.
Am y Stacey's

A NTI-BURNTm

ANTI-BURN 1 for min
or cases
ANTI-BURN 2 for scr
eaming cas

es
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•Dr. Sandra Caron

•Welcomed Deaths

Sex really doesn't matter Camims Staff Obituaries

Q: I know this sounds strange, but
I
have a lot of fantasies about one of my
former high school teachers, Ms. Bartlett?
Is this normal? Signed, Extra Credit
—
Male, first year.
A: Boy, I'd sure like to get into your
fantasies, I can see it now:
I was in ecstasy as Ms. Bartlett tied me up
and threw chalk atme.A gentle breeze rippled
through her hair as she slapped me with a
ruler. My heartpounded with eager anticipation when she assigned me with a 10,000 word
essay..."
I hope you know I'm only kidding. Actually you can tell a lot about yourself sexually
by the type of teacher you fall for. If you have
a crush on your English teacher, you're romantic, if it's a Math teacher, you're into
sado-masochism.
Freud might say they are really a replacement for big mommy in your Oedipal little
fantasies. It's understandable, too, because
however close you are to your mom, Ms.
Bartlett isn't going to make you eat brussel
sprouts — just the kind of woman you want to
many! So, go ahead, indulge in fantasy—
minus the chalk throwing of course.
Q: Why do we have pubic hair?
Signed Puzzled — Male senior
A: How should I know!? This is perhaps
the only question ever to stump Dr. Ruth. It
wasn't because she is ignorant in this area, it
was simply because no intelligent person
thinks about stuff like this.
Puzzled is the guy who sits around wondering why the sky is blue and why spiders
have eight legs. It's there so have some fun
with it! You can mousse it, spike it, give it a
mohawk,give it a perm,straighten it,dye it,or

let it go natural. Unless you live in a nudist
colony,no one else will se it anyway!So why
not go crazy? Your partner may not run up to
you and say,"Oh darling,I just love what you
did with your hair," but you're the one who
has to live with it,so make those appointments
at the salon right now and enjoy it.
Q: I am a 20-year-old woman and I
have a problem. I want to go to bed with
every man I see. I think this might not be
healthy. What's your opinion? Signed
Ready and Rarin'— Female, Junior
A: Well, there's a name for your condition. I won't call it a problem because it
depends upon your point of view. You have
what some used to call nymphomania. Sigmund Freud had a field day with this one. His
theory was that nymphomaniacs are frigid
and can never have a satisfying relationship
with just one person. Men have been known
to have the same problem. Call me crazy, but
I think a person who has a revolving door
between their legs is frigid. There's only one
cure for a woman with nymphomania — it's a
surgical procedure in which the knees are
sewn shut (I don't think you'd like to hear
what they do to the men). This isn't really a
cure though, because a bona fide nyphomaniac will use any orifice of the body. Consequently,the nose,mouth and ears also must be
sewn shut. The cure is 100 percent effective —
probably because the nymphomaniac suffocates to death in 10 minutes. So, you have a
choice over which is healthier: going to bed
with a lot of people or suffocating.

TIMOTHY HOPLEY, 21
Sportswriter, gentleman, scholar
Timothy William Hopley, 21 of Portsmouth, NH, was pronounced dead yesterday at Eastern Maine Medical Center of
suffocation. He was 21.
Hopley,a seniorjournalism major at the
University of Maine, was found dead under
a pile of female hockey fans when they
mistook him for Scott Pellerin.
A dean's list student who minored in
chemical engineering, Hopley was also the
sports editor for The Maine Campus.
A founding member of Dr. Sandra Caron's group, Sportswriters for Sexual Responsibility, Hopley also enjoyed gardening, Parchesi and fantasy baseball.
Hopley is survived by his wife, Terri-Jo
and their sons Cal and Tyler. In lieu of
flowers, the family requests donations be
sent to Hopley's favorite charity, White
Men Can Jump.

CARINA CLAY, 22

Writer, screamer, eyeglasses-maker
Carina Jo Clay,22,of Gorham,Me. was
pronounced dead of aggravation yesterday
at MedNow. She was 22.
A senior journalism and Spanish major
at the University of Maine, Clay was found
dead in her Maine Campus office after a
sunshine and roses enema had been repeatedly jammed up her ass.
University administration,Public Affairs
and UMPD are being questioned. Friends
say this is the 96th such enema administered
this month to Clay.
Dr.Sandra Caron isan assistciruprofessorof
A member of the Eastern Maine Virgin
family relationships at th e University afMaine
Support Group, Clay also enjoyed stamp
and hopesnoone talcestoday'scalumnseriously.
collecting, quilt making and writing short

Have you
notified the
Registrar's Office
of your change
of address?
If not, stop by
Wingate Hall or
call us at 5811317 or 1310.
•• • Office of theRegistrar

stories about childhood pets being killed.
Clay is survived by her cat Pooky and
several male companions.In lieu offlowers,
The Campus requests that donations be sent
to Finnegan's Pub.

MICHAEL E.REAGAN, JR., 22
Journalist, Unsuccessful wooer of wornen
Michael Edward Reagan,Jr.,22,ofPortland, Maine, died unexpectedly Sunday after choking on a communion wafer at the
Newman Center.
He had just received communion when
he began choking,turned red and collapsed.
His last words were "Why couldn't I have
been Unitarian?"
Fr. Frank Murray,pastor of the Newman
Center, gave Reagan the last rites. Murray
also said the Newman Center would discontinue its use of the more traditional "extra
crunchy" communion wafer.
Reagan was a staff writer, columnist,
wire editor and internal city editor at The
Maine Campus. He always picked blue or
green meal trays at Hilltop cafeteria.
Friends remember him as a tall, lanky
fellow who was either perpetually talking,
worried, or silent when deciding between
the two.
His funeral will be held at 12:30 Friday
in the steam plant lot. His body is to be
placed in his 1984 Dodge Colt, which will
be put on a raft, set aflame, and launched
down the Stillwater River, according to his
wishes.
Those who attend the service are please
asked to sing"McNamara's Band,""Danny
Boy" and "I Touch Myself."

If 96 people think it's funny chances are it's...

The Maine Campus'

The Year
in PSA's
(Public Service Announcements)
Enjoy these timeless bits of wisdom:
•kmogeddon's tomorrow. Live it up.•Run for
Student Senate. Because somebody has to. •
Don't stick sharp objects in your ears.•Have you
ever stuck your finger in a humidifier?•Don't be
a dummy—especially a crash test dummy.•Hove
you ever put goldfish crackers (ear voggles) in
your ears? It makes everything sound really
funky.•Eating point chips con be hazardous to
your GPA.•It seems like every time I wake up,
I've been sleeping. • Relax, it's only Me. •
Sometimes you win, sometimes you lose, but
sometimes it rains.•Keep your head and arms inside the mixer at all times.•Is this all real?•Use
caution when eating sand—it may contain small animals.•Would you rather be a hammer or a
nail?•The Maine Campus—live from the banks of reality.•Don't rag on me—rag on Reagan.•
It's 1:15am Friday and we hove to fill this space.•live life deliberately.•It's the greedy few who
destroy the lives of many.•Wherever you go,there you are.•Have you ever noticed that a condom
looks like a life raft?•Saddam still has a job—do you?•Just when you think you're gonna
graduate—you won't.•Who owns the air?•Loosen up.•Just when you thought that a single
Cheerio was the meaning of life, you find two stuck together.•The world is still a big place.•
Congratulations President Hutchinson.•If a tree speaks to you,take time to listen.•Recycle•Get
over it.•You're ready for the world, but is it ready for you?•It's spring—play with mud.•Don't
forget to set your clocks ahead...(Just kidding.)•Drugs kill.•Put a little spice in your He. It makes
every thing taste better.•Get ready for Bumbstock—only four weeks away...•and more!!!!

only$19.95
-GINN

Maine Campus Graphic stolen from Mike Timberlake.
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• UMaine stunned by Cal/Tyler fiasco
• Knight takes Black Bear hoop job
• Mahaney goes way of the Ark

•UMaine Hockey

Tyler Walsh is really Black Bear

s' Cal Ingraham

By Phil Plantier

arship at UMaine, but after
a 15 goal-30
Sports Editor
assist season for the 31-4-2 Bla
ck Bears, he
"most likely will be next season
The Maine Campus has lear
."
ned today
With UMaine's 1991-92 sea
that 5-foot-3 University of
son now
Maine hockey complete, Wal
sh is already looking forward
player Cal Ingraham is actually
Coach Shawn to next year.
Walsh's 1 1/2 year old son Tyle
r.
"Ifthe season started tomorrow,(Cal
In a stunning photograph (se
/Tyler)
e adjacent) be our first-line
left-wing," Walsh said.
acquired for a player to
be named later,
Walsh added the famed Ferrar
Walsh appears with wife Tra
o twins
cey and Cal/ would likely joi
n Cal/Tyler in forming the
Tyler at a recent GQ shoot.
Black Bears' "Diaper-line."
When questioned further upo
n the subShots from the Point
ject, the eighth-year Black Bea
r coach told
•
Walsh has also named his starting
The Campus,"we didn't wan
goal t to tell anyone tender for nex
t seasons' October 23 opener
because we figured his granda
d (Michigan with Providenc
e. By-then senior Rob HowSt. Coach Ron Mason) wou
ld've wanted land gets the nod
between the pipes.
him to wear the green and whi
te of MSU."
"W
e
feel
the
pro
gress Rob's made this
When informed, UMaine play
ers Scott season makes him
the best candidate for the
Pellerin and Jim Montgomer
y appeared position," Walsh
said. "Garth (Snow) and
stunned.
Mike(Dunham)will both be aro
"I thought there was someth
und, but the
ing up. I job is Rob's to
lose."
mean, we never saw Cal at any
of the team
• In other events concernin
functions, but Tyler was always
g UMaine
there," Pel- players, Steve
Tepper revealed Tuesday
lerin said.
that he thought he was "still pla
ying football
Meanwhile, Montgomery said
the find- in 90 percent of the gam
es over the past four
ings explained many things.
Tyler Walsh (C)shown her
seasons." Well, that explains
e with UMaine coach Shawn Wal
a lot.
"For one Cal,or whatever his nam
sh and wife Tracey
e realis
really Black Bear forward Cal
•
Lastly,stats man Judd Sher was
ly is, always had to leave games
Ingraham.(Photo courtesy
arrestof UMaine Sports
in the third ed today for
Inf
o.)
the unauthorized selling of
period. It must've been past his
bedtime or "The Scott Pell
erin story."
something.For two,I always won
plan a made-for-TV movie star
dered why
ring Pellerin,
En route to the Reception and Dia
he only said 'Daddy,"Mommy'
gno
sti
Tys
c
on and Don King. A rough titl
Cal Ingraham/Tyler Walsh bio
and 'hock- Center in Plainfie
e for the
ld, Indiana, Sher uttered multi-mi
ey,' and three, was the fact he use
llio
n
doll
ar
picture is"Hobey,Headd a pacifier the words "Pe
lly for the Hobey" on numer- cas
instead ofa mouth-piece," Mon
Ht: 5-foot-3
e and the Hair."
tgomery said. ous occasions
.
According to Sports Informati
(Ph
il
Plan
tier
is the April 1 Sports Editor
on DirecSher is expected to share a del
Class: Pre-kindergarden
tor Matt Bourque,Cal/Tyler
uxe cell ofThe Maine Campus. Las
is not on schol- with good
t season he hit 11
friend Mike Tyson, while the
two home runsfor the Red Sox.)

Favorite toy: Hockey stick
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"Man, things were tough SETS Inug
my Mack.
Now everything's a breeze. Used to be, I'd
just have a friend type up
my papers. Sometimes even I wo
uld. Then

I bought

my Mack. ManT-things-elra
nged7 My paper's
used to be so boring. Now,
they're fancy
as hell. I mean, befo
re I used to
have to make my though
ts clear and
cohesive. Not since I
bought my
/stack! Now,I can make
things clearer with the
touch of a button! Hey, now
all my friends
consider me a designer! CX/m
r wha-P Vhep're so right!
gs
o a,
„
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I- -A

mac to m

e RS"Th'-egY
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bring out the
designer in all
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D.A. DUFF
The Tragic Verst.of-

"Scotty and The Magi"
Back to live action, flow—
the Bears have really
turned it up a notch—
over to Roo-wah,
back to Brian Downey
at the blue line—
shoe—and you know,Scotty,
I do have Brian Downing
on my Rotisserie team—
RBI's, damn, I need RBI's!
This is end-to-end action,
around the dasher, now,
over to Mister March—
.
you know, Scotty,
Martin Robitaille will make a fin
shot!—rebound by, cr—shot!— e—
SCO—wait!—it really wasn't—
out to the--sh--wait, I think
we have
a penal—who's it—wow,Scot
ty,
it—doesn't—get—any—more-exciting—than—this.
Back to live action now,
around the dasher to Pellerin
k,
out to Tomberlaille,
in the corner now to
Tony Imes—the puck
squirts loose from the scrum
in the corner,
sliding around now,
around the das--rteal!--SC
ORE!

ea,
Other works by D.A. Duff
available at

The Bookstore

Hello.' Secret Bycljetary
lock force Vw-re
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THE CA:m[1ms CRIER
WEEKENDER

Friday

Saturday

2:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Fiddler on the Roof Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Rooster
Cogburrz. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner. Nutter
Lounge, Memorial Union.

8:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Fiddler on the Roof Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.

8:00 p.m. Benefit Concert. On Behalf
ofthe Stars. Neville Hall. Admission.
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Fiddler on the Roof Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.
9:00 p.m. Comedy Series. Warren
MacDonald and Steve Bulyga. Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union. Admission.

12:00p.m. U.Maine Baseball. Black
. sBcar vs. Northeastern. Mahancy
Diamond. Admission/Sports Pass.

Sunday
2:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Fiddler on the Roof Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.
p.m. Performance. Einer Steen
Nokleberg, Solo Piano. Maine Center for
the Arts. Admission.

3:00

7:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film Series
Seven Samurai. Sponsored by O.C.B.
and the Comprehensive Fee. Movie
preceeded by dinner at 4:30. Ram's
Horn. Admission.
12:00p.m. U.Maine Baseball. Black
Bears vs. Northeastern. Mahaney
Diamond. Admission/Sports Pass.

Wednesday, Apr. 1 to Wednesday Apr. 8
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MOVIES
Wethesday 1

hidrq3

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema., Rooster
Cogburn. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union.
7:00 p.m. U.Mainc Film Club. Featuring
2001:A Space Odyssey. Informal discussion
to follow the film. 100 Neville Hall. Free.

Thursday2
700 p.m.No Popozim Grlalla Suddenly Last
Summer. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union.
7:00 p.m. Peace and Justice Film Festival.
Hearts arid Minds. Discussion following
each film. Cider and doughnuts served.
101 Neville Hall.

Monday 6

7C0 p.m. NoPopxlm Girona. Guess Who's
Coming to Dinner. Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union.

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Terms
ofEndearment. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Saturday 4

Tresday 7

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Rooster
Cogburn. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Sunday 5

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Internal Affairs. Memorial Room,
Memorial Union.

Wednesday 8

7:00 p.m. Celluloid Sunday Film Series
Seven Samurai. Sponsored by O.C.B.
and the Comprehensive Fee. Movie
preceeded by clinner at 4:30. Ram's
Horn. Admission.

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. An
Officer and a Gentleman. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Thursday 2
7:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Coffee House. An
animated sci-fi flick, Akira(some graphic
violence), followed by the band, Big Eddy,
at 9:00. Coffee and snacks served free.
Cash Bar with I.D. Tim. Ram's Horn,5814556. Free.

Friday 3
2:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Fiddler on the Roof Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.

2:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Fiddler on the Roof Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.

8:00 p.m. Benefit Concert, On Behalfof
the Stars. Neville Hall. Admission.

8:30 p.m. Thursday Night at the Bear's
Den. Featuring Mystic Blues. Bear's Den,
Memorial Union.

8:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Fiddler on the Roof Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.

8:00 p.m. Guitar Recital. Sponsored by
the Music department. 120 Lord Hall.

9:00 p.m. Comedy Series. Warren
MacDonald and Steve Bulyga. Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union. Admission.

8:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater. Fiddkr
on the Roof Hauck Auditorium, Memorial
Union.

Sunday 5

Saturday 4
8:00 p.m. Maine Masque Theater.
Fiddler on the Roof Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.

3:00 p.m. Performance. Einer Steen
Nokleberg, Solo Piano. Maine Center for
the Arts. Admission.

Monday 6
12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Sponsored by
TUB and The Music Department.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

Wednesday 8
8:00 p.m. Performance. Symphonic
Band Concert. Maine Center for the
Arts.
8:00 p.m. Storytelling. The Ram's
Horn. Free

COMPUTER WORKSHOPS
PC Workshops
Wednesday 1
9:00 a.m. Lotus Macros.
10:00 a.m. WP 5.1 Basic Formatting.
11:00 a.m. WP 5.1 Basic Formatting.
Thursday 2
8:00 a.m. Lotus Macros.
9:30 a.m. WP 5.1 Basic Formatting.
11:00 a.m. WP 5.1 Basic Formatting.
Wednesday 8
9:00 a.m. Intro to Dos and PC.
10:00 a.m. Intro to Lotus v. 2.3.
11:00 a.m. Intro to WordPerfict 5.1.

Macintosh Workshops
Monday 6
9:00 a.m.Intro to Mac.
10:00 a.m. Intro to Excel3.0.
11:00 a.m. Intro to Word 4.0.
Tuesday 7
9:30 a.m. Intro to Mac.
11:00 a.m. Intro to Excel 3.0.
12:30 p.m. Intro to Word 4.0.

'PC classes are held in 255 Stevens
Hall.
*Macintosh classes are held at Stewart
Commons.
'Open to all interested!
'Call 581-2500 for registration
or for
further information. ,
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Wednesday, Apr. 1 to Wednesday, Apr. 8

MEETINGS
Wednesday 1
3:00 p.m. Spanish Club. Weekly meeting.
204 Little Hall.
4:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. Society ofWomen Engineers.
Agenda: Student-Professionals meeting,
Senior Banquet planning, raffle ticket
distribution. Refreshments served. New
members and ideas welcome. FFA Room,
Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.

7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Ram's Horn.

&nay 2
5:00 p.m. Off Campus Board Meeting.
The Ram's Horn.
6:00 p.m. East and West Campus Area
Board Meeting. Weekly meeting for
spring semester. Everyone Wcicomc.
Stewart Commons Private Dining Room.
6:00 p.m. The Wildlife Society. T-Shirts
are in, many upcoming activities. 102
Nutting Hall.

Friday 3

6:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.

12:00 p.m. Overeaters Anonymous.
Weekly meeting, all are welcome. Old
Town Room, Memorial Union.

6:00 p.m. Ram's Horn Committee
Meeting. The Ram's Horn.

12:00 p.m. FAR.O.G. Student
organization looking to offer support,
discussion, or experience of what it means
to be Franco American on campus.
Franco-American Center.

ree Wee
Schedule of Events:
Monday,April 6: lighting of the Torch and
Greek March down College Ave. Meet at Fiji at
7pm. Will stop at each house along the way.
Tuesday, April 7: Greek Blood Drive from 11
am-7 pm in the Memorial Gym.

4:00 p.m. International Students Coffee
House. Meets every Friday. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship. Weekly Meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Wednesday, April 8: Greek Sing at 7pm in the
pit.

Monday6
6:30 p.m. Anthropology Club.
Everyone welcome. Discussions,
speakers, films, events. Bangor Room,
Memorial Union.

Tuesday?
4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee. Weekly meeting. Virtue
Room,The Maples.
5:00 p.m. NARAL. For people who
believe in a women's right to chose an
abortion, to discuss what can be done to
keep this right. 101 Fernald Hall.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board. General
Meeting. Ford Room, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Tr-Beta Meeting. A _co-ed
biology dub open to all majors with an
interest in science. 101 Deering Hall.

Wednesday 8
4:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association.
Weekly meeting. Crossland Alumni
Center.
6:00 p.m. Women's Support Group. A
support group dealing with women's
issues. 1955 Room, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Hubris Meeting. Rarii's Horn.

Thursday, April 9: Greek Talent Show at 6prn
in the Pit.
Friday, April 10: Greek Pub Night starts at 6:45
pm. Meet at Fiji.
Saturday, April 11: Community Service Day10:30 am meet in parking lot behind Stevens
Hall.
Saturday April 11: Pit Party with band,9pm-lam.
Sunday, April 12: Greek Games at Noon-place
TBA

ASAP Graphic Art
Contest!!
ASAP is sponsoring a computer contestfir
allstudents interested'Theprize_kr best
entry will be a MacPlus with a 20 MB
hard drive. The contest will bejudged by
the student employees atASAP No AMP
employees will be allowed to enter the
AMP Graphic Art Contest.

The Second Annual
Estabrooke Art Show Benefit
for the Homeless

GREEK WEEK
BLOOD DRIVE!!

On Friday April 3rd, there will be an exhibit
of artwork done at UMaine and a written
silent auction from 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

The American Red Cross needs blood.
The nation's blood supply is very low.
Please take the time to give the gift of
life!

Lown Room, Memorial Union
Friday, April 3
8 a.m.-4 p.m.(Auction doses at 3:30 p.m.)

Tuesday, April 7
11:00 a.m. thru 7:00 p.m.
Memorial Gym

Entry Requirements:
•All artwork submitted for the ASAP Computer
Contest must be original artwork created by the
entrant.
•All artwork submitted must be developed in
Canvas or SuperPaint.
• Artwork may be in black and white or color.

• Entries may be submitted on disk or in hard
copy form.
• The following information must accompany
each submission:
Artist's Name
Artist's Address
Artist's Home Phone
Canvas or Superpaint Application
• Deadline for submissions: April 17, 1992.

• Entries may not exceed 1 1x17 page dimensions

A
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SPEAKERS
Wednesday 1

Maine Center for the Arts.

3:15 p.m. Dealing with Emotions
Series. Handling Anger. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Wednesday 8

Monday6
12:00 p.m. Wildlife Seminar Series.
Synchronous reproduction by Maine
black bears. Craig McLaughlin, Dept. of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. 204
Nutting Hall.

6:00 p.m. Real Life Seminar Series.
Straight Talk...Advancing Your Career
From Job One. Damn Yankee, Memorial
Union.

Tuesday 7

Thursday 2
12:20 p.m. Socialist and Marxist Studies.
The Palestinian Communiy in Exile.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.

12:15 p.m. Moving Beyond Violence
and Conflict Series. The New World
Order? Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union.

8:00 p.m. Guest Lecture Series. Former
Celtic, Bill Walton. Two time NCAA
Champion and two time NBA Champion.

12:20 p.m. Healthspeak Series. Global
Perspectives on Women's Health. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum
Lunch Series. Development Planningfor
Indian Women in Tribal Bihar. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union..
3:15 p.m. Dealing with Emotion
Series. Overcoming Guilt. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Real Life Seminar Series.
Lemon-Aid'New and Used Car Buying
Tips. Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.

M'5C.
Wednesday 1

Friday 3

3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Writing
College Papers. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Thursday 2

6:30 p.m. 1ntervarsity Christian
Fellowship. Weekly meeting. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Saturday 4

7:00 p.m. Russian-American Outdoor
Educator's Exchange. A slide
presentation about a unique exchange
program between American and Russian
outdoor educators that took place in the
mountains of the Russian Arctic in
March 1991. 101 Neville Hall.

8:00 a.m. U.Maine Wildlife Society.
Field trip to Acadia National Park to see
winter waterfowl. Bring warm clothes,
lunch and binogulars. Back by 5:00
p.m. Meet behind Nutting Hall.

12:00p.m. U.Maine Baseball. Black
Bears vs. Northeastern. Maliancy'
Diamond. Admission/Sports Pass.

Sunday 5
12:00 p.m. U.Maine Baseball. Black
Bears vs. Northeastern. Mahaney
Diamond. Admission/Sports Pass.

Wednesday 8
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Finding
Time to Study. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
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•UMaine Basketball
•UMaine Baseball

Knight heads to UMaine,Keeling to UNLV
By Basketball Joe Sid

Sports Writer
BLOOMINGTON,Ind. — Indiana Umversity basketball Coach Bobby Knight
resigned today to accept the same position
at
the University of Maine.
Knight takes over for Rudy Keeling
,
who stepped down to accept the head job
at
UNLV.
In 27 seasons,six at Army and 21 at IU,
Knight won 588 games while dropping
just 209,
Keeling was 50-67 in
four seasons at
the helm of the Black Bears.
"We got the man we wanted," UMaine
Athletic Director Michael Ploszek said
Tuesday."Coach Knight brings an impecable athletic and academic reputation with
him and we 4re very pleased to have him
aboard."
Terms of the contract were unavailable
at press time, big it is believed Knight received full control over the program along
with a lifetime contract.
As for Keeling, he takes over a program
in disarray.
With out-going Coach Jerry Tarkanian
in the middle of a long and drawn out battle
with the NCAA,Keeling's task in a definite
uphill battle.
"Rudy gives us something we definitely
need,stability," UNLV President Robert C.
Maxim said.
"He took a Maine program that was
perenially an also-ran and nearly made the
NCAA play-offs back in 1990-91.
With the talent we've paid to play here,he
should excell and brings us back to the NCAA

Championships."
Neither Knight nor Keeling returned
phone calls from The Campus.
Keeling was last seen in Vegas meeting
with a man known as "The Fixer," while
Knight was away at either a Chinese tour-

show what I can do," Bailey said. "I've
played in the cold all my life and Alfond
Arena should suit my game just fine."
While Foltz was unavailable for comment,Doran was.understandably bitter saying "I pulled down three rebounds for them
last year, and this is the thanks I get."
It is believed Doran will jump the Hoo-

Rudy Keeling

Bobby Knight
lure convention or professional whipping
seminar.
Points in the Paint
• Along with Knight, Indiana superstar Damon Bailey was traded along with
pure shooter Pat Graham to the Black
Bears for guard Chris Foltz and center
Dana Doran.
"This is a great chance for me to really

There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.
Kaplan makes test prep convenient.
With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, the
odds are we'll be ready to teach when and where you
need us to be there.

Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help you
recognize stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt
your performance.

471

Kaplan offers the best value.
Our courses are competitively priced and offer the
complete preparation that has helped more students get
into the school of their choice than anyone else.

Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove
we've got the expertise and resources it takes to help
students succeed.

1-800-KAP-TEST
Kaplan Test Prep
iv The Ans
1992 wer

Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center Ltd.

sier ship and attempt tojoin the Benadictine
Monks of northern Ontario.
•Keeling was believed to have moved on
to Hollywood following his reported meeting with "The Fixer."
Shooting began Wednesday on The Jefferson-Revisited with Keeling playing his
most famous role as George Jefferson.
Isabel Sanford was also expected to return to her role as 'Weezie.'
(NC) offense Coach Keeling)

Mahaney gets
washed away
By Noah Van Ark
Sports Writer
The University of Maine's Mahaney
baseball diamond mysteriously disappeared today after torrential rains flooded
the facility.
Weather experts estimate nearly 91 inches of rain fell on the stadium and washed
away everything from' the bases to bats,
balls and small ballplayers.
Black Bear Coach John Winkin was still
optimistic however about the teams chances
to play their scheduled doubleheader with
the Northeastern Huskies this weekend.
"I've taken care ofthat field like it was my
own.In fact it is my own.!know what she can
handle and right now I'd say all systems are
go for this weekend," Winkin said.
"What's a little rain. Heck,in my day.we
would've played right through weather like
that. Ballplayers today are being coddled
too much."
Sport Information Director Joe Roberts
wasn't as optimistic about Winkin's prediction though.
"Holy #*&!, it was raining like you've
never seen before," Roberts said. "I'd say
the make-up date for this weekends' games
would be somewhere around 1996 but man,
it was rainin'."
Hockey SID Matt Bourque termed the
flood as "something out of a dream. You
know the one with me and all them women
in Albany."
Bourque was quickly awoken.

We're accounting on you
tall a taxing position.
The Maine campus Business Department is extending an
invitation to one motivated, management-oriented individual to
fill the position of assistant business manager for the '92-'93
school year. This position has fast-track written all over it: after
you complete your year as assistant business manager, you will
be asked take over the business manager's position, making you
(ahngside the editor-in-chief) the head cheese at The Campus.
Of course, this job will be a trump card on your resume.
.Applicant must:
-have two years
remaining at the
University of Maine
-have had two
semesters of
accounting
-be a business major
-be willing to conitnit
15-20 hours per week
•Work-study accepted but
not required.

*You'll be held
accountable for:
-billing customers
-subscriptions
management
-accounts receivable
•Call Kelly at 581-1272,
Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays between 8
and 11 am for additional
info.

The Maine Campus
Business Department
"Real people handling real money."
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* *
For Wednesday April 1

By Stephen Kurth
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
set your sights high, and through persistence
you reach your objectives. You love a challenge, as you welcome any opportunity to
sharpen your skills. Competition can be taken
too far. Not everything is a Win/Lose proposition: often it is in your interest to make
compromises,even if you aren't forced to.
ARIES (March 20 —'April 19): Better
results are achieved by letting others take the
lead. A subtle approach serves you well,
particularly in matters ofthe heart,so observe
and gather information.
TAURUS(April 20— May 20): The stars
encourage you to open your heart and surrender to amorous impulges! An intriguing introduction gets you thinking about long term
possibilities.
GEMINI(May 21 —June20): Maintaining
a tricky balance between diplomacy and assertiveness gains you recognition from your
peers and romantic rewards.
CANCER (June 211 — July 22): A dating
shift in you life'sfocus opettS up exciting new
worlds! Don't settle for the mundane;explore
the options available to you.

Doonesbury
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): Look to your
intuition for guidance when dealing with complex issues. Negotiating skills are at their peak
and acting on amorous impulsekreaps passionate responses.
VIRGO(Aug.23-5ept.22): A sure knowledge of what you want combines with enhanced persuasiveness to give you the upper
hand in negotiations. Clarity Of thought provides a deeper understanding.

Mother Goose & Grimm

by Mike Peters

LIBRA (Sept.23—Oct.23):Promote your
own interests when it comes to love or money.
Your disarming personality elicits the cooperation ofothers,ensuring that you'll get what
you're after.
SCORPIO(Oct.23— Nov.21): A combination of charm and luck enables you to
maneuver situations to your favor, particular- •
ly in matters of the heart.

MARY KAY MEETS
NE SWAMP ThlNe
Shoe
by Jeff MacNelly
flow- to outdrwe
your partner in two
easy steps. -

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22—Dec.21):Clear
communication is vital in dealing with important relationships. Schedule time for seriou
s
talks with your loved ones and really listen to
what they say.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 —Jan.19): News
arrives from a distance and has an impact on
your daily routine. The shake-up could
also
affect your love life, as a new face genera
tes
romantic interest.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20— Feb. 18): A
positive attitude and enhanced charisma
have
things going your way! Love and
prospertri
are yours if you pursue the
opportunities
which suddenly appear.
PISCES(Feb. 19— March 19): Romant
ic
overtures generate enthusiastic responses
and
inspire you to take chances you'd
nomially
avoid. A surge ofenergy pushes you
to go the
extra mile in pursuit.

The Maine Campus, Wedn
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Your Daily
Horoscope
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By Carl Paul

** *
For Thursday April 2
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRT
HDAY: You
may be somehow adrift, moving
without any
real direction. It comes as a bit of
a shock to
everyone when from out of the blue you
suddenly get a clear purpose in life! This
purpose
is often spiritual in nature, perhaps
even a
religious calling or conversation ofsome
sort.
Once committed, you give it all you've
got.
ARIES(March 20 — April 19): Plans and
ideas benefit from establishing a frame
work
within which to operate. A lack of structure
and focus garners little success. Eliminate
distractions.
TAINKLS (April 20 — May 20): A loved
one's ttention not only alleviates self-doubt,
but helps restore confidence which has been
shaken by recent events. The warmth of the
embrace dispels fears.
GEMINI(May 21 — June 20): No matter
how diplomatic you are, a friend is spoiling
for a fight Don't let them succeed in their
childish attempts to drag you down to their
level, let them fume.
CANCER(June 21 —July 22): With your
intuition in rare form, predicting the outcome
of events is almost a formality. Rely on your
instincts when making key decisions and don't
be swayed by friends.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): An intellectual
background allows yOu to help a less experienced friend when they get in over their heads.
Intervene once their distress becomes obvious.
VIRGO(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): The uncertainty of the dating scene for singles could be
avoided by reuniting with a former love
Learn from past experience and don't make
the same mistakes twice.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23): There's no
time like the present where your goals are
concerned. By defining intentions and focusing on their attainment, obstacles that could
stop you can be overcome.
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SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 Dec. 21): Associates are drawn to you like a magnet because you are such an attentive listener.Try to
be patient, but if they get carried away simply
tune them out.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS

30 Part of0 E F
31 Covered with
sod
34 Stat for Bonilla
3$ Strictness
37 Official book
archipelago
38 Ages and ages
111 Take —leave 40 Creator
of Moll
I Town tor a wife
S Commodious
10 Laver rival. once
14 Yearn
IS Large

17 Improve
19 Nicaraguan
native
20 Flop
21 Org for Gretzky
22 Signs for solid
hits
23 Garb
IS Lead in for
plasm
2$ Pen

Flanders
42 Flea or fly
43 Green strokes
43 Unfermented
grape juices
47 Windsor, e g
48 Moral
determinant
$O Halt Prefix
51 -Leave
- to
heaven Shah

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

SCORPIO(Oct.23— Nov.21): Dismissing
doubts without investigation could prove costly. Unattended details come back to haunt you
Double-check everything before moving on.

by Bill Watterson

52 The 'Iliad - is
one
53 Gloss
SS Flaccid
57 Lawyers org
SO Clumsv
62 Graven image
63 Judge. at times
**Icy sea mass
67 Erase
SS Soprano Grist
69 incline
TOComtWed
riBatdebirds

DOWN
Ancient Semitic
god
2 Peak
3 Spouse of

Selene',

No.0218

MEMO MEOW Mali
MIMI MEM MUM
IMMONIMMOM MOMM
MIMI dad MMOM
didlidll id=
did MOM IMMIMM
MOM MINN MUM=
Midi MOM id=
MOM 0 MMEMO NM
MOM di dill ill
dill iMMMEN
did did Mali
dad MMONOMMINIM
AMMO MUM MOM
ilIMM MEIN MO=

W000 MOOD 00000 •Spartan serf
0000 0000 00000 51 love to Cato
ODOM 0000 00000 •DiStigure
00000M000130 0130 7 Schaffner film
1968
0000
OM0000 al Plaster
support
121210000 01110000
28 Thin pancake
54 Ink for Camus
SO Where llamas
broider
ein
y
270 Circa
COO 00000 00000 •embroid
roam
55 Elevator for D
ery
Actress
32
Janis
Si
Baseball s
ODOM 00000 MOO 10 Landing site
S.Baseless
33 Hold back
raken
rs
t Califr
OMOOM 000013 01110 II Magis' guide
U Composer
36 City on the
Norma
000MOG 000000 12 ----- sapiens
Bartok
Seine
000U 0 0000
36 Flecked
13 Epochs
000 L0000000000 iS Bury
41 Poet Lazarus
0000 1 0000 UOGO 24 Crocus or flag 44-Get answers to any three clues
46 Former genus
0000A 0000 0000 as Storms
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420of primates
0000 0000 0000 27 Ursa minor/
417 Like hen's teeth 5656(754 each minute).

CAPRICORN (Dec.22 — Jan. 19): Love
will find a way to express itself. Concealing
your emotions is futile. Show the object of
desire your true feelings and the response will
be delightful surprise.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): Taking
the advice of others is a mistake as the facts
may be distorted to protect their interests.
Rely on your own research and keen insight to
uncover the truth.
PISCES(Feb.19— March 19):"The talent has
always been there, but the opportunities have
been few and far between. Now the stars have
provided a fomm,it's time to strut your stuff.

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

Personal Astrology Consultalinits by Telephone
*

Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-onth a professional astrologer about your personal ounce
love and ampatibility,
work, money, career, relationships; family.

Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven
days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed to
your telephone The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900
-726-3036.
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•Break-in
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•Advertising

•Frustrated surrender
Woman finds Bush campaign
to
stranger in bed ads to bolster vacuget negative Surrendering
ous platform man finds locked
By John Solomon

BURBANK, Calif. (AP) — A
mother
whose husband was away on busi
ness woke
up to find an intruder in her
home — and
asleep in her bed.
The 32-year-old woman opened
her eyes
to find a man with his back to
her under the
covers of the king-size bed.
She picked up her baby daughter
asleep
beside her and crept away to call
police.
After leaving the second-flo
or of the
rented house, the woman aler
ted a renter
downstairs. "I said: 'Quick, ther
e's somebody in my bed, and I don't thin
k it's my
husband,— she recalled.
Officers arrived at the residenc
e to find
Robert Charles Waddell,41,of
Los Angeles
still asleep, clad in underwear
and a shirt.

OR
twin.
9 2 Ubiquitous Ounces

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
conservative activist behind the "Willie
Horton" ad
that slammed Democratic nomine
e Michael
Dukakis in 1988 announced plan
s Tuesday
for a $10 million independent
campaign to
help President Bush's re-elect
ion.
Floyd Brown said ads from his
Presidential Victory Committee most
likely would
question Arkansas Gov.Bill Clin
ton's"character and suitability to serve as
president,"if
he becomes the Democratic nom
inee.
"1 don't think any one allegati
on is big
enough to beat him. but toge
ther in a cumulative way they show a lack
of judg-

The
deodorant
that makes
a difference.

ment," Brown said.
The Bush campaign immediately disavowed Brown's effort. Campaign law
yers
sent Brown a letter on March 9 aski
ng him
to stop raising money under the nam
e "Citizens for Bush."
"The president has a message and
a
platform and we don't need any outs
ide
group trying to help us with that mes
sage,"
said Tony Mitchell, the campaign'
s deputy
press secretary.
Four years ago, Brown was involved
in
the production of an independent ad
that
faulted Dukakis for policies that
allowed
the release of a convicted Massac
husetts
murderer who raped a woman whi
le on a
prison furlough.

police station

OMAHA,Neb.(AP)— A man acc
used
ofshooting two people during robberies
tried
to surrender,but the police station was lock
ed.
After 22-year-old Clarence Stel
ly
couldn't get into police headquarters
Sunday, friends drove him 25 blocks to find
an
officer, Sgt. Ken Bovasso said.
The headquarters' front desk has
been
open only during weekday business
hours
for the past 10 months so that more offi
cers
can be deployed on the street.
Stelly was wanted in holdups that ear
ned
the perpetrator the moniker "count
down
robber."The intruder told two store
clerks to
open their cash registers on a cou
nt of 10.

LOVE TO HATE
EDITORIAL AD

BRENT•GUARD
'The deodorant that's not
afraid
to be a white,flaky mess
.-

IT'S

REAL
LIFE

Are you an
outstanding
student?

Prepare yourself for this amazing ev
attending the Real Life Seminars sp ent by
the Alumni Association and The Ca onsored by
We guarantee...you won't find thisreer Center.
information
in any textbooks.

"Straight Talk...Ackancing Your
Career from Job One"

April 1st from 6:00 to 7:30 pm in
the
Damn Yankee
Jim Mullen '72, Executive Vice Presid
Webber Oil Company, will bring insigh ent for Operations,
career after you land that first job. Adv ts to help you plan
ice on ho
"unwrit
ten rules" of your work place will als w to identify the
o be offe

The UMaine outstanding
achievement award for
non-academic
endeavors is presented to
as many as twelve stu
dents, who
have graduated in Decemb
er '91 or who antici
pat
e receiving
degrees in May '92 or in
August '92 and who hav
e
demonstrated outstanding
leadership in one of the
areas of:
"Community Service
'Athletic Achievem
ent
•Campus Citizenship
•Arts and Commun
ication
Deadline is NOON,

MO

NDAY, APRIL 6th,
Application forms can be
1992.
picked up and return
ed (along with a
letter of nomination of
endorsement) to the Cen
terfor Student
Services, Attn. Dwight Rid
eout, Assistant V.P.
and
Dean of Students,
third floor, Memorial
Union- phone 1406
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ResponsePage
•Alcohol ads

Hiding ads is not the solution Wfld

Kingdom

To the editor:

times, wivkdays because they just
want to drink and have fun.
1 read the article "GSS,
EsThat is not the problem but the
tabrooke council oppose alcohol ad
problem is students who can not
policy,"(Monday March 23)and
I control drinking. Maybe
those
agree with the students.
students have a psychological
It is not a good idea to take down
problem.
alcohol ads on campus. There are a
Second, of course, alcohol ads
couple reasons for my opinion.
shouldn't be in high school but uniFirst, drinking alcohol is not a
versity students are mature enough
bad thing but a bad thing is drinking
to make a decision about drinking.
alcohol without control.
Alcohol ads do not affect univerMany students enjoy drinking sity
students to drink too much at all,
alcohol on weekends, even, some- and
although,even if all alcohol ads

Hay! Great tont
Haw was your
spring break? Really?!
Where did you go? Really?!
Who rid you go with? Really?!
Wow! That sounds great' You
did what?! With a
rnillgoN
No way! Were you wasted?
&one!14o way! hi ihe pod?!
With who?, Rediy?!
Hey linen I gotta get
gan', rne laic for claw
Great Ion. Really!

will disappear on campus, students
won't change their drinking habit.
In addition, all over 21 years
students have a right to drinking
alcohol and Substance Abuse Service is trying to abridge the right.
Substance Abuse Service should
emphasize education to students
how to control drinking rather than
prohibit and hide alcohol ads. Hiding alcohol ads won't lead to a
good solution.
Akerni Imafuku

•Crime
•Memorial Union

On the
negative Employees will
increase at Union
side of
UMaine
To the editor:

To the editor:

Last week The Maine Campus
published an excellent article on
the proposed changes to the Memorial Union Game Room. Part
of the article focused on the possible loss ofjobs for student employees. Actually there will be a
significant increase in student
workers.
Currently, there are 24 students employed in the Game
Room andat Maine Bound. We
do not see i'dramatic decrease in
the number ofstudents employed
in those two areas.
The computer cluster, on the
other hand,will create manyjobs.

Recently I was a victim ofcriminal activity. On Saturday night I
was doing my laundry at the Doris
Twitchell Allen Village Community Center.
When I returned to my room I
noticed several articles ofclothing
were missing.
After retracing my steps in an
attempt to locate the missing
clothing I could only assume they
had been stolen. This is not the
first time I have had my property
stolen.
When I attended the University
of Lowell my car had been stolen.
Fortunately the car was later recovered. The incident however •Sports
changed the way I viewed the people of Lowell.
Now lam in the so called peaceful countryside and again I am a
victim of crime.
I know the monetary value of
a vehicle is much greater then
the clothes but I still lost over a
hundred dollars worth of by belongings.
To the editor:
For a college student, or for
We just want to say thanks to
anyone, this is a considerable
the soccer team for all the support
amount to lose.
I am forced to see the negative you showed us throughout our seaside of the UMaine community. son. It really makes a difference.
Until,this incident, I felt that I had There isn't another relationship
transferred to a school whose stu- like it on campus, especially in
dents actually cared for each oth- athletics.
There was a time when we
er's rights.
Now I'm not so sure if the weren't sure if we would have a
people of UMaine are of higher team next year but we will and we
character than the people of Low- plan to be out for every one of your
ell. If my clothing is returned, no games.
We'll be there because,like you,
questions will be asked and I can
we
want to support our friends as
renew by faith in the UMaine
well
as other athletes as they give
community. .
percen
100
t to their sport.
Please help change my opinion
of this potentially good school.
Brad Burnham
and
the UMaine
John Bucci
Swim
Team
Baumann-Nelson

The current plan calls for the
cluster to be open 24 hours a day.
The facility will be staffed exclusively by students who will
serve as monitors and resource
personnel. If you assume there
will be two student employees
working together,then there will
be 336 staff hours each week. If
the student employees work an
average of 10 hours per week,33
additional student employees
will be needed.
I hope everyone agrees this is
a fairly hefty increase in staff.
David M. Rand
Director
Memorial Union

Soccer
team
thanked
for support

Ily AsAhorry Ihrbine, Jr.

think, therefore I am."—Descartes

•

Ortacrol
Nasty sun burn.
Loo6 painful. Crap!Mort
we go again. I bar* know this
ierir. I'm sick and Sawa al =kis'
prods haw their sAnkin' brook
wail I don't COM haw it wail
And I 'mow they don't cons how
mine was Wits se I wish they'd
stop oiking net Wiest con I
say to get mono here? III say
Yen lose for dais. That
always worim

•

ww.

•

•

MitMIL UMW
a.Dear Me College, How dud it feel to succeed to the presidency alter
the death at Warren Harding,—Cunotes

A.Dear Curious; Des Is Ark AV College, not Ask Mt Coolidge.

a.Deer Me College, I recently graduated from hagh school Quite frankly, rm not very
bright Does this mean college is cut at the queshon7 —Dunderhead

A.Dear Dunderhead; You may not be bright but you can still go to college. The

only stipulation Is, you'll have to major In communkations.

Q.Dear riir College. I'm dyslexic. arid find it hard to study *fiat should I do'—Backwards
Dear lackwards; asbi on wan I

•Sports

Celtics are not dead
To the editor:
Last week Sports Editor Tim
Hopley laid the Celtics out as dead.
He said that it was painful to watch
Larry Bird run on the court and that
Kevin McHale's best days were
behind him.
Lo and behold, that even as his
words of basketball wisdom were
published,the Celtics merely have
beaten the Cleveland Cavaliers,the
Detroit Pistons (twice), the Portland Trailblazers and the Golden
State Warriors.These teams are all
ranked in The Sporting News sev-

en top teams in the NBA. Additionally, the Celtics have defeated
the Nets and the Hawks,two probable play-off teams.
Kevin McHale has had back to
back, 20 point games as well. as
Larry Bird's 49 point performance
against the Trailblazers, helping
the Celtics capture the fourth seed
in the play-offs after a six-game
winning streak.
I guess it is painful to watch
Larry Bird run up and down the
court — if you're the opposition.
Donna Richardson

•Alcohol ads

Let students decide
To the editor:
I know there are many adults in
the university. So it is all right to
hang up alcohol ads. The students
should think about their health by
themselves.
You can see a lot of ads outside
of the campus.Ifthe students drink
alcohol because ofads,they would

L

always drink every time they see
ads. But they don't do that. So
people in the office of the University of Maine should not worry
about them. The students are not
children. Please think about my
opinion.

Junko Tomisaka

Editorial policy

etters to the editor ofthe Maine Campus should
be no longer than 250 words.
Letters should be typed or clearly written and include
a name, address and phone
number. Guest columns must be arranged with the edito
r and be no longer than 450
words.The Maine Carnpus reserves the right to edit
all submissions for length,taste
and libel.
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• Clinton and Brown plan frequent de
bates in New York
•Skin cancer may be caused by ge
a ne, studies suggest

•Presidential race

Clinton,Brown to debate ma

By John King

AP Political Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— Frustrat
ed Democratic front-runner Bill Clinto
n moved Tuesday to ignite his campaign by
carrying his
message directly to crucial New
York primary iroters through virtuall
y daily debates
with rival Jerry Brown.
"I think it's important that
I have as
much direct contact with vote
rs as possible
and that they get to know me
as a person,"

ny times before NY primary

Clinton said Tuesday in exp
laining his strategy shift in an interview on
'Good Day New
York." "I enjoy combat."
Brown's response to the deb
ate challenge: "Things are looking up.
"
"There's a little rule in politics
— you
never debate a challenger unti
l you're a
loser. That's the category
he's in now,"
Brown said Tuesday after mee
ting New
York labor leaders gathered in
Washington.
Clinton and Brown lock horns
Tuesday
in a debate doubleheader
— an afternoon

•Health

clash on urban issues follow
ed by a statewide TV debate.
As New Yorkers watch
that forum,
Democrats in Vermont will
be allocating
15 Democratic conventio
n delegates in
caucuses known for thei
r quirkiness.
Brown is considered the favo
rite, despite
Clinton's backing from Ver
mont Gov.
Howard Dean.
"It's not a great way to cho
ose delegates," Dean said of the cau
cuses, won in
1988 by Jesse Jackson. "I wis
h we had a

binding primary."
Brown, appealing for AFL-CIO
help
Tuesday. pushed his pro-labor rec
ord as
California governor and said he
was the
most electable, because he could
pull together a traditional Democratic
coalition
and bring in Americans who have
stopped
voting.
"If you want to litn in November,
you
can't present some kind of watere
d-down,
neo-conservative something
or other,"
Brown said, referring to Clinton.

Gene may determine person's
li

By Malcolm Ritter

and are looking for the cou
nterparts in
AP Science Writer
humans, he said.
Streilein described the mouse and
ST. PETERSBURG, Ha.(AP
human
)— Sun- studies Monday
at a science writers seminar
light may encourage skin
cancer partly by sponsored
by the American Cancer Soci
impairing the immune system
ety.
in genetically
He
said
the work may hold implications
susceptible people, new stud
ies suggest.
for two kinds of skin cancer
, basal cell and
If so,a genetic test may one day
be able to squamous cell
, which appear in about
detect people at particular risk
for skin can- 600,000 Ame
ricans a year. They are far less
cer, researcher Dr. J. Wayne
Streilein said.
dea
dly
tha
n
ano
ther form, melanoma.StreitResearchers already have
identified em said research
ers plan to see if the retwo possible susceptibility
genes in mice search appl
ies to that disease as well.

Lawn Mower Clinic
will be he,.1d 8am-3pm April 4t
h and 11th at
Perkins Hall (behind the
Child Study
Center—look forsigns),Univer
sity ofMaine
in Orono. Fee of $17.50 will
include new
sparkplug, oil change, blad
e sharpening,
air filter cleaning and pressu
re washing.
Minor repairs may be done fo
r additional
fee. For more information,
call x1-2727.
Sponsored by the Maine Agri
cultural and
Forest Engineering Associat
ion.

Ottplo
04"

House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YM
CA

827-6144
1 Large 16" Cheese Pizza -ir
2 large 16"

with 2 16 oz. Pepsis from
the fountain for

$4.99
Eat in

or Take Out
Delivery 504 per order

Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
for

$8.99

kelihood ofgetting sl.un cancer

The basic hypothesis ofthe rese
arch is that
ultraviolet-B radiation,found
in sunlight, impairs the immune system's oper
ation in the
upper layers of skin, and that this
impairment
prevents the immune system
from recognizing and attacking cancerous skin
cells.
Studies in mice show ultravio
let light
can impair the immune system
enough that
their skin fails to react to an
experimental
chemical, he said. Studies
also show that
two genes govern whether a
mouse is susceptible to the inrffairment, he
said.

In 63 human volunteers who rec
eived a
dose of ultraviolet-B light and the
n had a
chemical irritant applied to the
irskin, 45
percent failed to mount the normal
reaction,
he said. So, like mice, people also
differ in
their susceptibility to this effect
of ultraviolet-B light, he said.
The test with the chemical irritant
is too
cumbersome for widespread scr
eening for
susceptibility; such testing wou
ld be easier
if based on the as-yet-unidenti
fied human
Ones responsible, Streilein said
.

The 2nd Annual Estabroo
ke

01.••••

rt Show

Benefit for the Homeless

Auction with 50% of the pr
oceeds
going to the homeless.
Friday, April 3rd, 8:00 — 4:
00pm
Lown Room, Memorial Un
ion
Free and Open to the Publ
ic
Ad paidfor by Comprehen

sive Fee.

tivo in -tylo
2 bedroom luxury apar
tments
Walking distance to camp
us
1 & 1/2 bathrooms, fir
eplace, washer/drier,
microwave,
spiral staircase, skylight,
heat and hot water.
$235/student, maximum
of 4 people.

in or Take out
Delivery 50/ per order
Eat

Hubbard Farms

866-4265
990-M37
884-7464
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Rape Story
from page 1
drinking at the time of the incident,
and
the victim were residents of the
same hall.
The incident was reported to residence
staff
and campus police one week after it
occurred.
After the assault was reported, Brennan
was transferred to another residence
hall
until the trial. The Monday following
the
trial, he was removed from campus and
is

appealing to the Judicial Board to be allowed to return to campus.
Officer Deborah Mitchell, who is generally assigned to handle reported rape cases,
said the case came together well and that she
is pleased with the outcome.Public Safety
has received three reports of rape during the
1991-92 academic year, including the Sept.

'Rape 7jrct-5
•Rapes involving UMaine Students

(from Sept. 1991 to present)
Reported
Sept. 12 — UMaine student convicted and sentenced to 30
days injail
on March 31.
Sept. 21 — Accusation determined to be unfounded
Feb. 22 — Currently under investigation
March 28 — UMaine student reportedly raped by fellow student
in
Providence, R.I. Currently under investigation.

Across the nation
• 25% of women in college have been the victims ofrape or attempted
rape
• 84% of these victims were acquainted with their assailants
• Only 5% reported their rapes to the police
• One in every 12 men admits to committing acts that meet legal
definitions of rape
Statistics are from a nationwide survey conducted by Ms. magazine.

12 incident. There was an alleged Sept. 21 Affairs, Suzanne Estler, director
of equal
incident, which was determined unfounded opportunity, said, "We understa
nd the fear
and a Feb. 22 alleged acquaintance rape, and hesitancy to report and prosecute
rape,
which is currently under investigation.
and we hope the outcome of this case will
University officials are calling this the encourage more victims to come
forward,
first successful prosecution of an acquain- both to report and to prosecute
such crimes
tance rape at UMaine.
and to seek the support services and proceIn a press release from the office ofPublic dural remedies the university can offer."

•Freedom of Information

Buckley Amendment'In-valid'
By Damon Kiesow
Staff Writer
The federal law frequently used by university administrators to withhold campus
crime records is not valid for those purposes, according to a lawyer with the Student
Press Law Center in Washington, D.C.
- The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act,commonly known as the Buckley
Amendment, was passed in 1974 to help
control the flow of student educational
records being released by schools.
The law required schools to receive student or parental permission before releasing
educational records, such as transcripts, to
outside sources.
"The question was what constitutes an
educational record," Mike Hitstand, a lawyer with the SPLC said.
Many schools interpreted the law to include campus police records and therefore

refused to release the names of students
involved with or accused of crimes.
In a 1991 Missouri case, Bauer v. Kincaid, it was decided the Buckley Amendment did not cover campus crime records,
Hitstand said.
"We thought that was the end of it," he
said.
However, the Department of Education
interpreted the decision to apply only in
Missouri. For the other 49 states, the old
standard still applied, he said.
In November 1991,according to a SPLC
press release, they, along with three student
journalists, filed an injunction against the
Department of Education claiming it was
"threatening the withdrawal offederal funding from schools that release campus crime
reports to the media."
A preliminary injunction was granted by
Sec BUCKLEY on page 20

SUMMER Jobs
A Luncheon Series of Explosive Political & Social Issues

Speakers:
Alex Grab,
History Department;
Mahmoud El-Bengearmi,
Animal, Veterinary and
Aquatic Sciences; and
Tagreed WI-Begearmil

PALESTINIAN COMMUNITY IN EXILE
Thursday, April 1st, 12:20 - 1:30 pm
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union, UMaine

Stop Your Complaining
Bring Your Ideas
to the Maine Day Meeting

9PCOIDAY
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union 7pm
Any and Everyone is
encouraged to attend

The Maine People's Alliance is tilling positions within our summer Field
Outreach Program.
MPA is a statewide citizen action organization working to achieve
progressive change in Maine's environmental, health care, and consumer policies.
Working with the Field Outreach Program is a great Summer experience or entrylevel position
Respons
•Informing citizens on consumer and environmental issues
.Working on a grassroots fund-raising campaign
•Developing a network of citizen contacts
Qualifications:
•Interest in political, environmental and economic issues
•Strong speaking skills

Information Sessions will be held Tuesday, April 7 at 2,4,
and 7 PM in Rm 1912 of the Student Union

t#1F_
r,)
'A

For more information \alL Mike Wilson — 761-4400
or contact UM Part-Time and Summer Jobs Office, Wingate hall.
MPA . . Organizingfor a Better Maine

Important Notice
for Off-Campus Students
•Are you looking for housing for 1992-1993?

•Tired of looking for parking?
•Do you want to be close to classes
and campus activities?
Residential life offers a variety of housing and meal plan
options. All include free local dialing service and cable
TV. There is also the opportunity to sign onto the MAC
ACT program which provides residents with a Macintosh
computer, printer, and network and mainframe access
For details, contact the Office of Residential Life, 103
Hilltop Commons, or call us at 581-4583.
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•Academy Awards

U.S. District Court Judge
Stanley Harris.
In January 1992, the
Department filed
papers asking Harris to
dismiss the case.
Harris claimed the restrict
ion on names By John Horn
Blasted by gay rights activist
ofstudents arrested by cam
s for its commotion at the show,
pus law enforce- AP Entertainment Writer
but there were no
story ofa cross-dressing, hom
ment officials was justif
osexual serial disruptions. Out
ied because of the
sid
e
the
Dor
kill
othy Chandler
er,
"limited expertise of man
"The Silence of the Lambs"
LOS ANGELES(AP)—
y campus police
is the Pavilion, protesters threw
The politically first terr
obj
ects at police
departments" and their
or film to won the Oscar for
best and tried to "out" gay celebr
difficulty in incorrect "The Silence of the Lambs" reiti
pic
es by distribtur
e.
"appreciate(ing) the potent
ial ill effects of wrote Academy Award history as the grisly
uting maps to their homes.
Jac
an improvident or premat
k Palance, the tough-as-nai
ure disclosure" of drama about an FBI rookie and a fleshls cattle
An activist was arrested for
driver from the comedy "Ci
kicking an
information.
eating killer swept the top
ty Slickers," officer in the gro
five Oscars, in- and Mer
in,
and
nin
e
oth
ers were
cedes Ruehl,the video stofe own
Kay Hyatt, director of pub
er arrested on lesser charge
lic informa- cluding best picture.
s,
in
pol
"T
ice
tion at the University of
he
sai
Fisher King," won for bes
d.
"Silence" stars Jodie Fos
Maine, said she is
t sup"The Silence of the Lamb
ter and Antho- portin
s" is only the
g performances.
still unable to release such
ny
Hop
kin
s
wer
information "une named best actress and
third movie to sweep the maj
or awards. The
The 72-year-old Palance dem
til we are told we can do
onstrated others are "It Hap
otherwise" by the actor at the 64th annual awards Monday
pen
ed
his
On
fit
e Night" in
nes
university's counsel.
s
by
performing several push-ups
night, and Jonathan Demm
1934 and "One Flew Over
e won as best on sta
ge
the
and
Cuckoo's
Hyatt said the issues sur
off
ered a taste of his crusty
rounding the director. Ted Tally was honored for best
Nest" in 1975.
"Ci
ty
Sli
amendment were "...confu
cke
rs"
character by looking at
sing and diffi- adapted screenplay.
"This has been such an incred
Crystal, the film's star and
cult."
ible year,"
"My God. I can't believe
the evening's said Miss Foster
it! lam greatly host, and
wh
,
o
als
o
mad
e
her directsno
"We want to protect studen
rti
ng:
"Billy Crystal. God! I ing
t rights. And honored and tremendously moved," said
debut in 1991 with "Li
cra
p
big
we have to be careful of
ger
ttl
'n
e Man
him
Hop
."
kins, who played the cun
damaging reputaTate."I'd like to dedicate thi
ning Hannibal
Miss Ruehl recounted her
s
awa
tions," she said.
rd
to all
(the Cannibal)Lecter, a lip
early strug- of the women
-smacking killer gles as
who came before me, wh
an
act
The University of Maine
res
s,
and
wh
o
o matches wits with Mis
added,"At this mo- never
System's law s Foster's FBI ment,all
had the chances that I have
yer,Joyce Wheeler,could
of
tho
had
se
,
sor
and
roo
t
ofdoleful memories ... the sur
kie.
not be reached for
vivors and the pioneers and
suddenly transformed themse
comment before press tim
the outUnlike most Oscar winner
lves into noth- casts — my
e.
s, "The Si- ing more
blood and my tradition."
than the sort of charming
lence of the Lambs" is not
and
It was her second best-act
a warm, senti- amusing
ress Oscar,she
anecdotes from my memoir
mental work such as "Te
s."
won
rms of Endearin 1988 for "The Accused."
Warren Beatty's "Bugsy,"
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Footlong Sub
and get $1.00
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Oscars

50-70% OFF
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Do you have

Are you styled for suc
cess

Teacher Certification
Questions?

?

Styles for Success is a
hairstyling salon design
ed to cater to the Univ
Maine student Having
ersity of
the most reasonable rate
s in the area and being
distance to campus mak
within walking
es Styles for SuccessTh
e only choice for UMaine
students

Styles

for Success

In conjunction with Fal
l registration
on Thursday, April 2nd,
in room 316, Shibles,
Associate Dean of Educ
ation, Anne Pooler,
will meet with anyone
who is interested in
the certification requir
ements for teachers
in the state of Maine.

11 years of experience in per
ms, cuts and colors.
Orono•866-7888

CAMPUS
CRUSADE
FOR
CHRIST

These sessions are desi
gned for students in
programs outside the Co
llege of Education
and for individuals who
already have an
undergraduate degree an
d want to be certified

.

SESSION 1
Elementary Ed. Certificatio
n
3:00 - 3:30pm

The Weekly Meeting
7:30 Thursday Nigh
t
Memorial Union

SESSION II
Secondary Ed. Certification
(All subjects)
3:30 - 4:00pm

North Bangor Loun
ge

z

.4

CCC is a student
movement that
offers a variety
of activities
designed for
spiritual growth
including
weekly
fellowship time,
small group
Bible studies,
one-on-one
discipleship,
retreats, etc.
We invite you
to check us out!
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• Questioning the NCAA Hockey format

SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Walton to speak at MCA
Former Portland TrailBlazer,San Diego Clipper and Boston Celtic Bill Walton will give a talk on "The Mark of a
Champion" at 8 p.m. Thursday night at
the Maine Center for the Arts.
Walton played on two national championship teams at UCLA before embarking on his,13-year NBA career which
ended with a foot injury in 1987.
He played for the Celtics from 198587and won the NBA Sixth Man Award in
1986 when Boston won the NBA Championship.
The presentation is free and open to
the public.

Cost at ballpark going up
An afternoon at the ballpark will cost
a family of four about $72 in Cincinnati,
$86 in Los Angeles and $112 in Toronto
this season, according to a marketing
survey. The price includes tickets, parking, snacks and a couple of souvenirs —
and is 10 percent higher than last year.

College Baseball Poll
School
W-L
Pts LW
1. Wichita St.
24-1 495
1
2. Miami
24-5 493
2
3. Florida
25-6 489
3
4. Clemson
26-4 485
7
5. LSU
22-4 484
5
6. Hawaii
i2-5 481
9
7. Texas
26-8 479
10
8. Oklahoma St.
22-6 475 13
9. Pepperdine
21-9-1 470 14
10. Long Bch St. 19-10-1 463 16

•NIT Tournament

Notre Dame,
Virgtm'a
advance
NEW YORK(AP) — Bryant Stith had
27 points, tied his career high with 15 rebounds and led a late run that sent Virginia
past Florida 62-56 Monday night and into
the NIT championship game.
Stith, the Cavaliers' career scoring leader, had 10 points as Virginia overcame a 4945 deficit in the final nine minutes.
Virginia (19-13) will face Notre Dame
for the title on Wednesday night.
Stacey Poole had 16 points and 10 rebounds for Florida (19-13).
Stith,a 6-foot-5 senior presented trouble
inside and out, in the first-ever meeting
between Virginia and Florida. He had 10
rebounds in the first half, including six on
the offensive end,as the Cavaliers took a 3331 lead.
Florida took a 49-45 lead on Scott Stewart's 3-pointer with 10:15 left, but the Gators did not score for the next 5:46. Virginia
rallied for a 51-49 edge, and Stith then kept
See NIT FINAL on page 23

• Anderson, Meeks step up for Indiana
• Notre Dame to meet Virginia in NIT final

•College Hockey Column

Format hurts Black Bears, NCAA
By Tim Hopley
Sports Editor
Call it sour grapes or what-not, but the
NCAA Hockey single-elimination format is
ridiculous.
In what was a virtual no-win situation,
the University of Maine,Boston University,
New Hampshire, Clarkson and St. Lawrence were bounced from the NCAAs after
losing over the weekend.
"Maybe the single-game is great for the
fans, I don't know," UMaine Coach Shawn
Walsh said. "But for a coach who had a
season like we had, at this moment,I'm not
exactly in love with it because of exaLti
what you just saw."
This is the first season the NCAA used
the single-elimination format. Last year the
quarterfinal round was a best two-out-ofthree at the higher seeded site (The Black
Bears swept Minnesota in two straight).
Previous formats included two games
with a mini-game tiebreaker and two gamestotal goals tiebreaker.
In most years, at least two East teams
would now be getting ready to play in Albany, but instead, four West teams are preparing for the Final Four.
"Obviously the one-game format favored
us," Michigan St. Coach Ron Mason said
following the Spartans' 3-2 win Saturday.
"This one had upset written all over it. You
can see how good a team Maine is. I still
think they're the best team in the country."
It makes you wonder. Does the NCAA
want the best four teams in the finals? A best
two-of-three format would give the more

Scott Pellerin (R) and the Black Bears aren't the only ones hurt by the single
elimination format. The NCAA will lose an estimated $191,200.(Boyd photo.)
consistent teams (read:UMaine) an advantage because they'll win two-of-three 85
percent of the time.
Also, the match-up with Michigan St.
would've been played at Alfodd Arena in
other years.The Black Bears went 18-0-1 on
home ice this season and have not lost in the
last 35 home contests. What would the Spartans chances have been then?

•College Basketball

What about the regional site format?
If you take a closer look at the attendance
figures for the four days of NCAA play to
date, the East drew 5,327 Thursday night
and 8,521 Saturday, while the West attracted approximately 3,800 Friday and 6,205
Sunday. Add 'em up and you get 23,853 in
See NCAA on page 2

•Column

Seniors re-emerge for IU The cause
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) — Eric
Anderson and lama! Meeks retrieved their
playing touch from the lost-and-found just
in time.
Indiana coach Bob Knight benched the
team's two seniors during the regular season
for shaky play and uncertain leadership.
But in four NCAA tournament games,
Anderson has regained his shot and Meeks has
corrected 34 assists, with only five turnovers.
"I can't put into words how I feel,"
Anderson said. "I'm awfully grateful that
we got this far..."
Indiana (27-6) meets defending champion Duke(32-2)in the national semifinals
Saturday.
"That's the reason you come to this type
of program," Anderson said. "I feel I've
had a complete career by doing well in the
tournament."
Anderson, the Big Ten freshman of the
year when Indiana won the conference title
in 1989, is a career 50 percent shooter. But
he hit only 38 percent during the Big Ten
season.
Meeks, a guard who lacks an outside
shot, had contributed little, averaging barely
two points per game.
"I was not very happy with their leadership," Knight said as Indiana entered the
NCAA tournament with Matt Nover as Anderson's replacement in the lineup and Meeks
alongside his classmate on the bench.

Anderson compared his shot to a spinless
knuckleball that lacked arc. "Now I've get
ting good rotation on the ball, and I'm getting
good extension on the shot," he said.
The difference shows in his numbers.
In the tournament, Anderson has shot 71
percent, including 6 of8 on 3-pointers, and
missed only one of 17 free throws. In Indiana's 106-79 victory over UCLA in the
NCAA West Regional, he scored 17 points
on 7 of 10 shooting.
Meeks said the Hoosiers have played with
more emotion since the tournament began.
"Early in the season we didn't come out
and play with heart and aggressiveness," he
said."I think we came out(Saturday against
UCLA) with a lot of heart."
Meeks adds a spark to the team, Anderson said.
"Ile gets fired up and gets us going before
games," he said. "He tries to get everybody
ready ... Then when he gets in the game he
always adds a hit of flair. He's quick,.and
when things are in a lull he gets excited."
Until the UCLA game, the Hoosiers
hadn't reached a regional final during
Anderson's career, although he had played
in 101 victories.
"We came into the tournament wanting
to prove something, that we were a better
team than we played at the end of the
season," he said.
So far they have.

behind the
hockey loss
By Tim Hopley
Sports Editor
They're your standard Fruit of the Loom
briefs, size 30-32 for those of you keeping
score at home.White with a yellow and blue
stripe along the band. No different than any
other Tom. Dick or Harry. But the thing is,
I think I may have cost the University of
Maine hockey team a national title.
I'm a very superstitious person. Most
athletes are, you know. When the Black
Bears beat the University of New Hampshire in the Hockey East finals at the Boston
Garden:I had on the black socks Terri gave
me, a new dress shirt and T-shirt, my black
pants, belt and shoes, a maroon flowery tie
women seem to like, and the Fruit of the
Looms(Size 30-32).
That Saturday night I stood in the Garden press box and paced up and down behind my chair. I'm the nervous type. After
covering UMaine all season, I feel like part
of the team.
Anyway,I did the same thing last SaturSec UNDERWEAR on page 22
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Laettner steps up for Duke

Underwear

from page 21

day in Providence. I wore the exact same
clothes, I didn't sit down, I continued my
pacing, I walked around the arena like I
always do between periods. I did everything
I was supposed to do. What went wrong?
After the game concluded and I fulfilled
my journalistic duties, I thought about what
had just happened. I had time; it was a fourblock walk back to the Omni-Biltmore. Terri didn't say a word, neither did Boyd. They
were almost as stunned as I was.
I sat down in our room, room 942. A
most excellent room, I must say. I started to
type on my Tandy 102 computer. Line after
line,painful detail after painful detail.Quotes
from Pelly, Coach Walsh, Jean-Yves, they
all sat or stood in silent stun-dom. The
dream had died two games too soon.
The hours went by- it was I, 2 a.m.,
maybe later. I concluded my post-mortem,
"it's not supposed to end like this." Pelly's
words still rang in my ears.The hurt and pain
in his eyes, something I'll never forget.

Terri had gone to bed, Boyd followed
quickly behind (separate beds of course). It
Phil Henderson.
AP Sports Writer
was time.
"At the very last second,coach changed
I went to the bathrt)orn and started to
it, and from when he changed it until it
DURHAM, N.C.(AP) — There was a happe
undress. Shoes, socks, belt, pants, shirt, Tned,there wasn't enough time to think
time va hen Christian Laettner had no part of about
shirt, they all came off. Nothing left,just me
it," Laettner said. "And then it just
a game-winning situation. You wouldn't happe
and my Fruit of the Looms.
ned.
know it now.
Nature called as it does and I, well you
"The Connecticut game felt more like it
"Now it's my role," Laettner said Mon- wasn't
know what I did. The Fruit of the Looms
in my hands. This one felt more like
day.
were at my ankles and they were on with the
it was in my hands," he says.
"My sophomore year, it wasn't really
tag facing in.
There was no doubt in the Spectrum that
my role to do that. Usually a senior will take Laettn
"My God," I thought. "What have I
er was supposed to get the ball, and
the last shot."
done?" They weren't like that when I went
there were no last-minute changes. This
That season, Laettner hit the game- time, it
to the Garden back in March. They were
was his game all the way. He did
winning basket that led the Blue Devils have
inside out then (bey, I was in a hurry).
time to think against the Wildcats, but
into the 1990 Final Four. Last weekend, not
Thus is the story. I apologize to Coach
necessarily about the play.
he provided the sequel to that performance,
Walsh and the team. You had a.great season
"I thought ofConnecticut once,one time
scoring the buzzer-beating basket against
and should te considered the best Black
before the end of the game, and that was
Kentucky in overtime in the final of the right
Bear
hockey eam ever.
after they scored and went up one and
East Regional.
we called the timeout," Laettner said."Then
If only I h d paid more attention.
Duke goes into its fifth consecutive Final I thoug
(Tim Hopley is the Sports Editor of The
ht of it once.
Four, and sixth in the last seven seasons,
Maine Campusandassures his mom that the
"As soon as the shot went in, that was
where it will meet Indiana on Saturday. one
Fruit of the Looms were indeed clean.)
of the first things I thought about. I
Laettner isn't looking to be the hero again, couldn
't believe that it happened to us again,
but he won't rule it out.
•College Basketball
that it happened to me again."
"No one can ever tell you that it's someNot everything Laettner touches turns
thing that they've always wanted to do," to victor
ies. He had two chances to hit the
Laettner said.
game-tying basket at North Carolina last
"It's just a situation you're put in. I've month
, but he missed both times and the
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.(AP) Indi- grees," Knight said
been put in that situation a few times now. Blue
Saturday."Every black
Devils lost their first game this ana coach Bob Knight
says black players kid who's gone through his senior year
It's worked a few times."
with
season.
have thrived in his program and that he me really has
It worked against Connecticut in the East
a really good job and really's
Laettner had a length-of-the-court pass won't apologize
for a joke he shared with a contributing member of societ
Regional final two seasons ago, although in
y.
the waning moments against Wake Forest players who bough
t him a bullwhip.
"I recruited the first black kid to ever
the play wasn't intended to be Laettner's to later in
the season, but he couldn't control
Local black leaders had asked for an play at West Point,
make.
" he said."Those are the
the ball and lost it to the Demon Deacons, apology after
Knight was photographed pre- things I guess I need to apolog
"I was a little more scared in the,Con- who held
ize for."
on for the victory.
tending to whip Hoosiers' star Calbert
Knigh
necticut game because I wasn't supposed to
t
had
joking
ly
called
the
bullwhip
If those were less-than-perfect times for Cheaney on Wedne
sday. Cheaney is black. a "motivational device."
take the last shot," Laettner says, noting that Laettn
er, the Kentucky game was the per"What I should apologize for is, I think,
coach Mike Krzyzewski wanted the ball to forma
But a newspaper photograph of him tapnce of his career. Everything he shot 18 black kids havin
g played four years for ping Cheaney's backside broug
go to either center Alaa Abdelnaby or guard went
ht in about
in — 10 field goals, 10 free throws.
me, with 15 of them having (college) de- 150 teleph
one complaints Friday.

By Tom Foreman Jr.
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BILE WEIN!
"The Mark of a Champion"

two NCAA
Championships
with UCLA
two NBA
Championships
with Boston Celtics
in 1986
and Portland
Trailblazers
in 1977
a

Thursday, April 2, 1992 8pm Maine Cent
er for the Arts
Free to the Public
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NCAA format

from(page 21

paid attendance.
At$15 a shotfor ticketseach night,that's
$357,800 in gate revenue for the NCAA.
Now, take the four first-round games;
BU versus Michigan St., UNH versus Wisconsin, Lake Superior versus Alaska-Anchorage and Northern Michigan and Clarkson, and make them best two-of-three.
BU's Walter Brown Arena holds 3,684,
and UNH's Snively Arena tops out at 3,530.
Lake Superior hosts AA with a capacity of
3,000 at the James Norris Ice Arena, while
Northern Michigan's 4,200-seat Lakeview
Arena would host Clarkson.
A little more quick math shows the capacity for these four games would be 14,414
for each game. Parlay that over two nights
for two ofthe series' and three for the others
and you get a total attendance figure of
36,000 in the first round match-ups.
At $6-$8 per ticket that's between
$216,200 and $288,200 in gate revenue for
the opening round alone!
Nod if you're still with me here. It really
is going someplace.

ru,

So we have $357,800 for the first two
rounds of NCAA play this year and nearly
60-80 percent of that for the first round alone
in previous years using previous formats.
Add in two second-round games at Alfond (cap. 4,200-4,400) and Yost Arena
(8,100) in Michigan and three at St. Lawrence(Appleton Arena - 3,200)and Minnesota(Mariucci Arena - 7,625). Again,$6-$8
per ticket and an additional $260,750 to
$281,300 comes the NCAA's way.
Take the $288,200 made in the first
rounds and add the $260,750 to $281,300
for the quarterfinals and the gross attendance paid is $549,000-$569,500.
An increase of at least $191,200. My
point is the NCAA would be better suited to
return to the old formats,as both they and the
consistent teams would be returned the advantage they have earned throughout the
season, both in hosting quarterfinal games
and economically for the NCAA.
• Note - All dollar figures are rounded.
(Tim Hopley is the Sports Editor ofThe
Maine Campus)

Hypnotist- 9etastrology—getaclear,solid head.
A strong mind is a better mind. Deep relaxation
techniques. Forget drugs! Student rates. w10014
SWM seeks SWF 18-22 engineering student with
great earning polenhal seeks someone to have
candlelight dinners and walks on the beach. Not
irderested in one night stands or weekend flings.
w10021

4teS)
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NIT final

from page 21

the Cavaliers ahead for good with two more
baskets and five free throws. He finished
nine for 23 from field and eight for 10 from
the foul line.
Anthony Oliver added 15 points for Virginia.
Florida led 19-14 midway through the
first half and might've been ahead by even
more except for foul trouble.
First-year center Andrew DeClercq
picked up his second foul seven minutes into
the game, sat out for four minutes, and got
his third foul just 13 seconds after he returned.
Notre Dame wins 58-55
Daimon Sweet hit two free throws with
9.7 seconds left following a technical on
Utah coach Rick Majerus, helping Notre
Dame hold off the Utes for a 58-55 victory
Monday night in the semifinals of live
NIT.
Utah(23-11), which trailed by 14 points
in the first half, took its first lead of the
game, 55-54, on a 3-pointer by Phil Dixon
with 35 seconds remaining.

When the moon hits your eye, like a big pizza
pie—that's amore, and that's what I'm looking
for, baby.like Italians? I wantto be your big rogu.
rm looking for someone cool to hang with. Come
on, take a chance. w10031

But on Notre Dame's next possession,
Majerus went wild after a foul was called
on Utah's Paul Afeaki for pushing LaPhonso Ellis. Majerus 'pounded his fist
and threw a clipboard on the scorer's table, earning him a technical from referee
John Cahill.
Ellis then made one of two free throws
and Sweet converted both of the technical
foul shots to put the Irish (18-14)ahead 5755.
Following a timeout, Notre Dame's
Elmer Bennett was fouled on the inbounds
play and hit one of two free throws to make
it 58-55.
Utah had a final chance to tie it, but
Dixon missed a 3-pointer as time ran out,
sending Notre Dame to its third National
Invitation Tournament final.
The Irish, who lost the championship
game in 1973 and 1984, will play Virginia
for the title Wednesday night.
Virginia, which beat Florida 62-56 in the
first semifinal, routed Notre Dame 83-56 at
Charlottesville on Jan. 18.

Responsible marriedcouple seeksto houseorapartment
sitforte 1992-1 993ooademic year
orlonger.
.References
available. 1210019

Writing,along,typing service Professional writer with
reser:Nth, evaluation and analytical skills, making you
Photographer looking for attractive models, no look good. Prompt and rimponsible Also resumes
experience necessary. Senior portraits, portfolio professionally written and strategically prepared with
work, etc. Compensated for your time with free target Wises. ,
1 10012
photos.
e1002()
SWM 23,6ft. taN, 230 lbs., full of fun,lcdcing for a
SWM 23looking kor the woman of rny dreams-Canyou
SWF or DWF who is drug-free, who likes dancing, 3 SWF's each seeking male who knows the true drecrn? Think of the romantic possibilities,
making them
movies, hiking, dining out,and intimate times. Must meaning of a French kiss, and has the ability
to happen together. Smiths fan a plus. w10047
be 18-25a
havea great
r
senseof.
humor.inoks not show us a good time If you like getting wet,getting
SF 20 slim, attradive with good curves, emotionally i..
importer*. w10023
hot and getting drunk, give us o call 1210038
stable non-smoker with shiny personality, energetic,
SWM's, 21 & 21 looking for female that will SWM 21, athletic, adventurous and attractive, financially independent and into heavy metal. Looking
accept any challenge and be open to a unique seeks similar SWF for weekend get-aways, for partner who is quiet, but socially active and flexible.
relationship. Mustbe Rexible toour needsand a fun- romantic evenings and quality time. Spontaneity It 1 CO25
loving partner. If you love Cancun,skinny-dipping at and a love for "thefiner things" essential.IT 10024
Professional Tarot Readings. Find out about the future!
midnight and Margorita's for breakfast, give us a
SWM
20,
you
If
are
a
woman
Love, sex & career readings. Spiell casting also done
romance,
of
late
ring. tt10027
night strolls, sitting on the beach watching the Student rates. 1,10D28
Looking for a hard-headed woman—cig? life is sunset and candle-light dinners, you are on my
fleeting—dig? Intnaiad in r • a••• .ig? I'm wavelength. For fun and romance,give me a call. SM 21,looking kw thegiithat'qulrightfor rne. I'm into
drinking beer, partying w/fria)ds &trying to stay out of
not Are you furrbving and un'
. Let's talk w10034
trouble. Interested? e10029
about the weather and skiff. e10032
(2)SWF's If you like piña colodas and you're
SWM 19, eccentric, caring, and sensitive; seeks going to Cancun, if you like the feel of the ocean SWF 19,intelligent,shy & fun-bving. Seeks short, cute
SVVFWCB(w/cute bun).IntoSlurTrek NG,romance, and making love under the moon, we're not into & romantic guy with a good sense of humor. No.
and U2. 2,10033
UMaine, we are into champagne with love that marnma's-boys, please. e10030
you've looked for,we'll see you there and escape. Professionalcounselorespecialyforstudentsand faculty.
AVM who is into StarTrek, cross-country skiing &
Group/inddual,all areas including self-octualizcrtion,
movies islooking forSWF with similar interests. Must w10035
besomewfxtattrodive,nobigegos,please 1710010 SM 23,international student looking for a female interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrograms
18-25 who likes to dress sexy, likes dancing, individually prepared. w10009
University P004 uin
Anthology - seeks select, creative
movies, IV and intimate times. Must be open- Shorea lovely home inOror rJ,perfectforo nice student,
students, faculty, for its Spring
original poetry
minded
and no big egos, please. w10043
everything included,reasonable,severaloptionsavailciale
'92 publication,Therne Pathwcris to the Tree of Life.
University Pasieup Productions. tr10008
SWM 20, name is Larry, likes micromochines, now. e10007
Queensryche and weightlifting, is looking for a DWM mad scientist back in college seeks assistant/ coProfessional Conselor especially for students and
short, dark haired girl. 171 0042
conspirator. Wicked nice bunnies! w10022
faculty. Group, individual, al areas including selfactualization, interadive, humanistic, astrological SWM 23,Romantic with a good sense of humor. SWM 20, 62", 2301'os, above average build seeks
Astrograrns also individually prepared. tr10009 Seeks SWF 19, who is intelligent, shy and fun- SWF,56",115-125Ibs. with good personality and cute
loving. Blue eyes and a terrific smile a plus. face,that likes Ren and Stimpy,long walks on the beach
SF 19with good personality ond cute faceand likes 2r10044
and cuddling up to a good movie. I especially like dark
Ren &Sti ,long'mason thebeach and cuddling
hair. Dead Milkmen fan a plus. Are you the one for me?
movie,seeksSM 20-ish. Dead Milkmen
up ba
w10037
0.10039
fan a
Cal x1-1273for4cur free Ferson2Persas ad.
(Call costs $1.69/minute)

1400-988-5035

Responding to a Person 2 Person ad
Piocing your free Person 2 Person ad
I:rounder
()Mat
interests
the
Sikit
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ond
the
receive
enter
bill
you
where
a
You can picxeyourad by ailing 581-1213orby stopping by ouroffices in lad Hall AI Person2Person odsarefireandkeptconfidential.
lust cal11-900-988-5035 from any touch-tone line
you. Ifyoui phone is sett pulse instead at torie,you'l need tosetit to toneaftes accessing the system. You may then leave a response, When you place your ad you'll be given a voice mailbox trnumber and a toll free numb* to call to receive your messages After you
receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting for people leaving messages for you.
enter another isnumber, or browse through other messages.((als cost $1.69/min.)
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Rules & Deadlines
Maim Carixis Parson 2 Person ads no for people seeking a mess ofsou*cob with orionim onoriarks. Pam 2 Pasoa.ideal ter sighs seeking relationships, apotment/house Mims seeking roommates, ix employers seeking oppirrets forajob,
among other ttings. No full now street addresses cr Otos minters wil be Mad ods.11*Allie Cteopossil rase debt:4to biro sell serdsmica Ads contrite;rovicit stool oranotornical kmguagewJ nor be =pied. we mane the rpm to
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Shorts
NEW YORK (AP)-Les Lancaster of
The Cleveland Indian placed three play- option
ed pitcher David West and outfielder
the Chicago Cubs was among 10 players ers on
Exhibition Baseball
release waivers:infielderJerry Browne J.T. Bruett to
Triple-A Portland ofthe Pacifplaced on unconditional release waivers ($800,000)
, outfielder Mike Aldrete ic Coast League.
American League
Tuesday, while Kevin Seltzer signed with ($350
,000) and pitcher Shawn Hillegas
West,27, was once seen as the key to the
the Milwaukee Brewersjust hours after clear- ($295,000)
W
L Pet.
.
1989 trade that sent Frank Viola to the New Texas
ing waivers.
17
9 .654
"I knew I was coming into camp as a York Mets.
While Rick Aguilera emerged Baltimore
Tuesday was the final day to release utilityman,
15
8 .652
and I didn't think they were as one of baseball's top reliev
ers and Kevin Otkland
players with non-guaranteed contracts with- going
13
10
.565
to pay me that kind of money to sit the Tapani became one
of Minnesota's best Cleveland
out paying their full 1992 salaries. Lancast- bench
14
11
.560
," Browne said. "But I understand. starters, West strugg
led. His 21/2-year Twins Detroit
er, who was signed at $1.1 million, was the That's
14
12 .538
baseball."
record is 14-15 with a 5.15 ERA and he was New York
fourth player with a million-dollar contract
14
13 .519
"It might have been the hardest thing 0-1 this spring
with a 6.19 ERA.
Milwaukee
let go during spring training,joining Seitzer, I've had
14
14
.500
to do in my life," Indians manager
Milwaukee placed pitcher Julio Macha- Boston
pitcher Bill Landrum and shortstop Alvaro Mike
12
13
.480
Hargrove said."He did everything we do on the restri
cted list. Machado is unable California
Espinoza.
12
14 .462
asked and was a pro in the truest sense of the to leave
Venezuela because he is charged Toronto
Seitzer, placed on release waivers by the word.
12
14 .462
"
with unintentional murder in connection Seattle
Kansas City Royals last Wednesday,signed
11
14 .440
The Boston Red Sox placed pitcher Dana with the Decem
ber death of a woman.
with the Brewers for the major league min- Kieck
Chicago
11
15 .423
er($167,500)on waivers, the CincinToronto Blue Jays placed pitcher Dave Kansas City
imum of $109,000 with the chance to make nati
11
15 .423
Reds waived pitcher Tim Layana Stieb and Mike
Timlin on the 15-day dis- Minnesota
another $200,000 in performance bonuses. ($135
10
14 .417
,000) and the San Diego Padres re- abled list retroa
ctive to March 27 and inNational League
He had signed with Kansas City for leased
third baseman Craig Worthington fielder Rance Mullin
iks on the 15-day dis$1,625,000 and will get $401,786 in termi- ($235
W
L Pct.
,000).
abled list retroactive to March 28.
nation pay from the Royals,which is 45 days
Cincinnati
17.
9 .654
Also placed on unconditional release
Minnesota placed pitcher Paul Abbott New York
salary.
15
10 .600
waivers were Baltimore Orioles pitcher Eric on the 15-da
y disabled list and Montreal Montreal
"They didn't guarantee me anything Hetzel($170
16
11 .593
,000), Montreal Expos infield- put outfielder Darre
n Reed on the 15-day San Francisco
(about playing time) but this is the best er
15
11 .577
George Canale($114,000)and San Fran- DL.
St. Louis
move for my career," said Seltzer, who cisco
12
12 .500
Giants pitcher Eric Gunderson
The Giants increased their total of dis- Pittsburgh
worked out with Milwaukee after clearing ($115,000)
12
13 .480
.
abled players to five by putting infielder San Diego
waivers.
12
13 .480
In all, teams gave unconditional releases Mike Benja
min on the 15-day list and in- Houston
"I'm ready to take advantage of any to 20 playe
12
14 .462
rs whose salaries totalled fielder Andres Santana
on the 60-day list.
opportunity I gel"
Los Angeles
11
15 .423
$9,368,000.They will receive $2,302,664.73
San
Franci
sco
also
gave
manager Roger Chicago
Seitzer hit .265 last season with one' in termination
11
16 .407
pay.
Craig a one-year extension through the 1993 Atlanta
homer and 25 RBIs in 234 at-bats.
9
16 .360
In other moves, the Minnesota Twins season.
Philadelphia
8
17 .320
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things people do
Camera Repairs: All kinds of automatic
and manual cameras serviced Call 5812142. Leave message.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience, replace zippers, hemming,etc, Will pick up
+ deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY!
Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.

assistance required
COUNSELORS FOR BOYS SPORTS
CAMP-Summer positions available at
competitive boys sports camp in Maine.
Must have skills & ability to instruct, coach,
or assist in one or more of the following:
Baseball, Tennis, Basketball, Soccer, Hockey, Lacrosse, Archery, Riflery, Arts & Crafts,
Martial Arts, All Waterfront activities including; Swimming (VVSI), Sailing, Waterskiing, Windsurfing, SCUBA, Canoeing.
Located on beautiful lake in Central Maine.
Excellent Facilities, Top Salaries, Room/
Board/Laundry,and Travel Allowance.Call
or write: CAMP COBBOSSEEy 5 Silvermine
Dr., So. Salem, NY 10590\(914) 5336104.
SUMMER JOBS WITH UPWARD BOUND
& UPWARD BOUND REGIONAL MATHSCIENCE CENTER Work with high school
students on the UMaine campus. We need
English, History, Science,Math,Computer
Science teachers, a Nurse, Residential Life
Counselors and others. Summer workstudy especially helpful. Excellent professional experience. Room and board available for some positions. Details/application: Upward Bound & UB Regional MathScience Center; 316 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program call 1206-545-4155 ext. 1607

assistance needed
Help wanted travel free and earn extra
money. Promote inexpensive tours to
Montreal. Call Campus Tours collect at
(514)871-8094.
Summer lobs in Bar Harbor! Come to
MDI, home of Acadia National Park! For
listing send $5 & SASE to S.E. Guide, 68
Exeter St. Portland, ME 04102.
STOP!!! Need a job Now and for Summer? Earn $3 per envelope mailing our
Sales Circulars! Start Immediately! Send a
Long S.A.S. Envelope: CMP Distributing
Dept.C-100,P.O. Box 1068, Forked River,
N108731

stufffor purchase
Stereo Subwoofers!-Tubular design.
Tuned to 23Hz. Tough, BIG, and accurate
bass. S200/B0. Must hear'em.827-5210.
1982 Datsun-310 5 speed, sun roof, In
excellent condition, Recent work done
$750/60 Must sell 866-7292.

Europe Bound
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM 5216 each
way on discounted scheduled airlines to
Europe from BOSTON. Call (800)3252026.
Heading for EUROPE this summer? Jet
there anytimefor only $169with AIRHITCH!
(Reported in Let's GO! •St NY Times.) Also,
low rotlndtripfares to Westcoast. AIRHITCH
212-864-2000

desired
We are looking for Student Bands to play
in Battle of the Bands on Tues. April 21st
Cash Prizes and a date at Geddy's. Call Julie
at 581-7151.
IBM Software of all kinds wanted for
inexpensive buy or trade Call Ben 8278906.

!

learn overseas
Study Abroad-National Student Exchange office has moved to the Maples,
3rd floor. 9-4 daily.
Congratulations to all the new UM National Student Exchange people on your
placements for 1992-93.
There are openings for students who want
to study away next year for both Study
Abroad and NSE
Want to learn to speak French? Go to
Quebec through the New England-Quebec exchange plan

dwellings
ORONO.WASHBURN PLACE. 5660/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement.
AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.Incl. Heat,
water,sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep.1 yr. lease.
Close to campus. Call 945-6955 or 9455260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD.1550/mo. Luxury
2 BR Townhorne. 1 1/2 baths.
Washer/
dryer. Storage. Heat, water, sewer Incl.
Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr. lease. Call 9456955 or 945-5260
Available now or for fall semester Park
Place apartments 2BR, 2 bath units now
under new management. Make an appointment to see the difference.990-5817
or 862-2061 after 5.
Orono Apts showing + leasing apts for
next Fall. Eff to 4 bed. Apts from
1200/mo
Heat + hot water incl. Call 827-7231.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts NEW
bdrm 1 1/2 bath, on site lndry.
He
water, sewer. 9 miles from UM.
Bra ey
Sec. Dep 1 yr Ise. S575/mo 866-7
789
Milford, newly remodeled 1 BR
apt/ 1st
flr. $375/mo deposit, references
Call 277720.
Must Summer Sublease Apt 2Bcirm
just 3
min walk to campus S400/mo +
elec 56
Park St Please Call Deb 866-4811

mo f
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dwellings
Summer Sub-Let in Orono apt option to
lease for yr possible 1310/month summer-4315/mo 92-93 heat + hot H20 incl
downtown 2 rooms bath kitchen private
parking storage space. Call Rob 990-5133
Leave message.
NOW RENTING FOR JUNE OCCUPANCY
5BR 2 bath townhouses $800/mo. Heated located at83Spring St. Stillwater Apply
now. P.I. REALTY 942-4815.
1RM apt $1000 per/mo avail. in Sept.
Cafeteria grub, hand-holding residential
"assistants," and fire alarms included.Contact Res Life for info.

missing(Sr discovered
LOST: Red CB Jacket w/keys and security
card in pocket. Lost Sat 3/20 at Lengvel
Gym. If found, call 581-6598.
LOST: Bean Hunting Boots,size 9.List Thursday night 3/26 at University Motor Pool.

found please cal Frank at 581-3298.
LOST: Black Wayfare sunglasses, prescription, in Union on 3/23. Please call 8277523. Reward.
LOST: A pair of lined leather gloves at
Fogler Library on 2/23. Reward if returned
Call Laura at x6841.

LOST:Green-rimmed eyeglasses, between
library & Hart Hall, 3/29. Call'x8482.
LOST: Motivation to do anything studious.
Misplaced somewhere between beginning of
semester and Spring Break. If found, please
call all graduating seniors but don't expect
an answer.
FOUND: A single key w/number 46578
imprinted on it. Call 581-1273 to claim.
FOUND: A set of keys. A Volkswagon key
and room key, in the Knox and Andro
dorm areas. Call Tony at 581-7438.

cashola
Need money for collene 207-646-7008.

